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1 

00:00:05.549 --> 00:00:14.580 

Cory Allen: and sound good evening, welcome to to the April 13th 2024 Board of education or meaning. 

 

2 

00:00:15.780 --> 00:00:17.760 

Cory Allen: circle meeting with the pledge to the flag. 

 

3 

00:00:34.230 --> 00:00:34.710 

Cory Allen: Thank you. 

 

4 

00:00:38.790 --> 00:00:40.200 

Cory Allen: like to make a motion to move into. 

 

5 

00:00:41.520 --> 00:00:43.830 

Cory Allen: The specific individual. 

 

6 

00:00:45.150 --> 00:00:45.930 

Cory Allen: One second. 

 

7 

00:00:47.700 --> 00:00:54.780 

Cory Allen: All in favor so no, thank you so little unusual usually start the meeting with. 



 

8 

00:00:56.190 --> 00:01:02.940 

Cory Allen: The pledge and opening but we've had a second section there for the meeting with technical 
open at 530. 

 

9 

00:01:04.230 --> 00:01:07.290 

Cory Allen: Second, so you're going to miss out on this show black. 

 

10 

00:01:08.910 --> 00:01:14.550 

Cory Allen: The first item on our agenda is approval of the agenda. 

 

11 

00:01:20.550 --> 00:01:24.180 

Cory Allen: included first aid on to revolutionize the affiliate marketers. 

 

12 

00:01:27.000 --> 00:01:28.110 

Cory Allen: don't second. 

 

13 

00:01:31.410 --> 00:01:32.190 

Cory Allen: All they were. 

 

14 

00:01:33.690 --> 00:01:35.160 

Cory Allen: All okay. 



 

15 

00:01:36.270 --> 00:01:41.040 

Cory Allen: Thank you for that, so our first agenda item is a. 

 

16 

00:01:42.210 --> 00:01:43.410 

Cory Allen: or resolution. 

 

17 

00:01:44.730 --> 00:01:46.260 

Cory Allen: That it is. 

 

18 

00:02:01.080 --> 00:02:02.400 

Cory Allen: Simple school different for. 

 

19 

00:02:05.040 --> 00:02:16.770 

Cory Allen: Every diligent search for new superintendent of schools, the board of education space for 
school district had selected kristin swan to serve as our new superintendent of schools. 

 

20 

00:02:17.670 --> 00:02:25.980 

Cory Allen: And, whereas miss swan of acceptance be born born to offer of employment to serve as a 
superintendent school. 

 

21 

00:02:26.640 --> 00:02:46.410 



Cory Allen: And now, therefore, let it be resolved that education hereby appoints kristin swan as its new 
superintendent of school effective July 1 2021 upon the terms and conditions of employment that set 
for negotiated employment agreement. 

 

22 

00:02:48.240 --> 00:02:55.860 

Cory Allen: So with this we have to take a roll call vote, so we will go around the room and. 

 

23 

00:02:56.940 --> 00:02:59.280 

Cory Allen: Vote yes or no to this. 

 

24 

00:03:02.130 --> 00:03:02.880 

Cory Allen: i'm hoping. 

 

25 

00:03:04.230 --> 00:03:11.280 

Cory Allen: That resolution eight second bordering on they hurt the motion. 

 

26 

00:03:14.730 --> 00:03:27.090 

Cory Allen: Okay, that was the motion for sure i'm bringing up this resolution so first name on the list is 
Kevin Martin, my vote is yes, is to engage no. 

 

27 

00:03:28.590 --> 00:03:28.830 

No. 

 

28 



00:03:30.150 --> 00:03:30.540 

Cory Allen: No. 

 

29 

00:03:31.920 --> 00:03:33.390 

Cory Allen: they're lucky yes. 

 

30 

00:03:34.470 --> 00:03:35.910 

Cory Allen: demarco yes. 

 

31 

00:03:37.440 --> 00:03:38.640 

Cory Allen: As a result, yo. 

 

32 

00:03:41.490 --> 00:03:41.820 

Cory Allen: yo. 

 

33 

00:03:45.120 --> 00:03:47.130 

Cory Allen: Are seven yes. 

 

34 

00:03:50.880 --> 00:03:51.270 

Cory Allen: Yes. 

 

35 

00:03:52.680 --> 00:03:53.730 



Cory Allen: And three know. 

 

36 

00:03:55.980 --> 00:03:56.400 

Cory Allen: revolution. 

 

37 

00:03:58.800 --> 00:03:59.280 

Cory Allen: Our next. 

 

38 

00:04:01.830 --> 00:04:12.990 

Cory Allen: Whereas the board of education and Kristen swap negotiated and green comes in conditions 
for Employment Agreements consistent with New York state and a lot of other legal requirements. 

 

39 

00:04:13.830 --> 00:04:21.690 

Cory Allen: Now, therefore, the resolve that the word vacation number one approved the employment 
agreement negotiated by the parties. 

 

40 

00:04:22.290 --> 00:04:37.680 

Cory Allen: And number two authorizes the board President to execute such employment agreement on 
your emotion for the illusion first Nike second and third, the bardo okay another roll call vote. 

 

41 

00:04:38.910 --> 00:04:45.330 

Cory Allen: Kevin mountain yes contract that was negotiated conveyed know. 

 

42 



00:04:47.460 --> 00:04:48.570 

Cory Allen: As directed know. 

 

43 

00:05:11.670 --> 00:05:12.450 

Cory Allen: next one. 

 

44 

00:05:15.120 --> 00:05:15.420 

Cory Allen: So. 

 

45 

00:05:18.630 --> 00:05:31.500 

Cory Allen: So I would like to welcome to this month's work school district, and I look forward to a long 
career with our district, and look forward to break that will happen in the future. 

 

46 

00:05:33.090 --> 00:05:34.260 

Cory Allen: Thank you very much the. 

 

47 

00:05:36.570 --> 00:05:42.450 

Cory Allen: same thing for our partnerships and our service to the community and. 

 

48 

00:05:47.160 --> 00:05:47.550 

Thank you. 

 

49 



00:06:03.840 --> 00:06:04.380 

Cory Allen: More. 

 

50 

00:06:10.980 --> 00:06:11.400 

Cory Allen: So. 

 

51 

00:06:14.220 --> 00:06:16.470 

Cory Allen: We see there's a amendment. 

 

52 

00:06:17.520 --> 00:06:18.210 

Cory Allen: promotion. 

 

53 

00:06:35.820 --> 00:06:36.270 

Cory Allen: Okay. 

 

54 

00:06:38.610 --> 00:06:40.260 

Cory Allen: or Nike or bigger. 

 

55 

00:06:45.930 --> 00:06:47.220 

Cory Allen: Or, more medication. 

 

56 

00:06:48.270 --> 00:06:52.290 



Cory Allen: What I want to share is that. 

 

57 

00:06:54.600 --> 00:07:10.950 

Cory Allen: The district search for our next superintendent was very deliberate very long, very carefully 
thought out lots and lots of conversation that occurred may more meaning than we ever had 
anticipated. 

 

58 

00:07:12.150 --> 00:07:15.420 

Cory Allen: To come up with what we feel is. 

 

59 

00:07:16.830 --> 00:07:23.220 

Cory Allen: The best for our district, I want to thank all the candidates that that. 

 

60 

00:07:24.720 --> 00:07:27.240 

Cory Allen: come forward, we had a lot of great. 

 

61 

00:07:28.380 --> 00:07:30.510 

Cory Allen: conversations great interviews. 

 

62 

00:07:31.740 --> 00:07:54.810 

Cory Allen: And even though, as you heard that the vote was four to three what we do have is a great 
Board of education here that whether that rope white one way or another, there is commitment from 
everyone on this board to fully support the swan as our new superintendent. 

 



63 

00:07:55.830 --> 00:08:08.460 

Cory Allen: You will hear that from from every member of our board that we are so fully supportive of it, 
so the other thing I want to share is later in our meeting we're going to hear. 

 

64 

00:08:09.600 --> 00:08:12.960 

Cory Allen: From Dr kissel our. 

 

65 

00:08:14.370 --> 00:08:30.780 

Cory Allen: Our trials and tribulations of the full name again, that is something that the Board has been 
involved with we've been reading and reading and reading and seeing what are our Community is 
looking for understand. 

 

66 

00:08:31.920 --> 00:08:48.360 

Cory Allen: But for every step forward, it seemed like we are pushed back three or four steps and with 
all the email that went to everyone you've seen that, with our intention with a plan with our hopes to be 
six through 12. 

 

67 

00:08:49.590 --> 00:09:03.270 

Cory Allen: On Monday of next week and that will not be occurring, based on the new guidelines that 
were submitted so that's what I have a board President report, yes. 

 

68 

00:09:04.920 --> 00:09:10.110 

Cory Allen: Yes, thank you, Mr bundy I do have a couple items tonight number one i'd give a quick. 

 

69 



00:09:10.530 --> 00:09:19.200 

Cory Allen: Big shout out to our range robotics team in place third in the world competition this year 
and, of course, during the pandemic it's been a very challenging. 

 

70 

00:09:19.650 --> 00:09:32.430 

Cory Allen: Year for our students but a big shout out to our leaders are mentors are volunteers and 
Courtney our students for placing third in the world, this year in the virtual a lot of competition. 

 

71 

00:09:33.690 --> 00:09:45.090 

Cory Allen: just want to give a quick shout out last week was our our was national assistant principals 
week here's the big thank you to our assistant principals your expense report I think sometimes. 

 

72 

00:09:46.410 --> 00:09:56.670 

Cory Allen: We don't hear too much from the system principles in the amount of work that they do on a 
daily basis that support administration and, most importantly, our students and our school. 

 

73 

00:09:57.630 --> 00:10:05.730 

Cory Allen: is just incredible amount of work that they do, and I really appreciate everything that our 
system principles bring to our school district so big shout out to that. 

 

74 

00:10:06.990 --> 00:10:18.270 

Cory Allen: The next thing, I just wanted to say is from what i've gathered from some Community 
members and some staff members here in the district that elementary opening this week and thought 
very, very smooth. 

 

75 



00:10:18.690 --> 00:10:27.090 

Cory Allen: Of course we know that's a heavy mode for a lot of people, and I know there's some key 
players sitting in this room tonight, I want to sincerely thank you for everything you've done. 

 

76 

00:10:27.600 --> 00:10:33.030 

Cory Allen: To make this work, and this is an ongoing change for all of us in the amount of work that you. 

 

77 

00:10:33.450 --> 00:10:41.160 

Cory Allen: All have done on a daily basis to support or their entry, it is amazing, and I sincerely thank 
you for everything that you've done and and. 

 

78 

00:10:41.850 --> 00:10:50.010 

Cory Allen: I continue to look forward to hearing more great things about the real funny so to all of you, 
thank you really appreciate it. 

 

79 

00:10:50.580 --> 00:11:06.780 

Cory Allen: i'm in the last thing is Tara Tara afternoon difficult, the response team meeting i'm looking 
forward to joining that tomorrow afternoon, so we can continue to move forward with our plans, not 
just this year, but also our plans going into September it's a thank you. 

 

80 

00:11:08.670 --> 00:11:09.240 

Cory Allen: don't. 

 

81 

00:11:12.240 --> 00:11:22.440 



Cory Allen: Just two things know the Rotary meeting on Tuesday and they just went over their upcoming 
summer events, but they would sell Burke. 

 

82 

00:11:23.880 --> 00:11:28.230 

Cory Allen: To discuss some point it kind of changes, those are. 

 

83 

00:11:29.340 --> 00:11:29.640 

Cory Allen: The word. 

 

84 

00:11:34.620 --> 00:11:36.360 

Cory Allen: Has the word association legendary. 

 

85 

00:11:37.590 --> 00:11:47.940 

Cory Allen: group got together last week out of that there was a lot of discussion, obviously, because the 
day before this one, the budget hidden all the information started coming out about the funding. 

 

86 

00:11:48.660 --> 00:11:55.680 

Cory Allen: Two things though they're kind of more actionable one is and and brought this up how many 
six months ago. 

 

87 

00:11:57.240 --> 00:12:12.210 

Cory Allen: there's an opening with what we've been through past year and a half the region's 
themselves have opened the door and said look we don't have to use a pair of writing we don't 
necessarily have to go back to doing everything that we used to do it. 



 

88 

00:12:13.230 --> 00:12:22.740 

Cory Allen: let's take a look at what worked in this environment what changes, we should be making to 
how public education is done in the state in your. 

 

89 

00:12:23.280 --> 00:12:28.020 

Cory Allen: You know that, and they open the door everything from the regents exams themselves. 

 

90 

00:12:28.440 --> 00:12:44.760 

Cory Allen: Through remote learning and all those other things in terms of how we might open up 
opportunities up to better enhance education versus just doing a snap back to the way it was supposed 
to be so, we need to figure out a way for us to engage in that conversation. 

 

91 

00:12:45.810 --> 00:13:00.330 

Cory Allen: i've obviously had anecdotal conversation with some teachers and administrators, but we 
made to kind of coalesce and get some ideas big ideas, not that little in the weeds think that's a big 
ideas that can be sorted out there for people to start working machination. 

 

92 

00:13:03.300 --> 00:13:13.890 

Cory Allen: The second button in that same vein, with the new legislature that we have in Albany we do 
have an opening, there are some new people there's new blood there's a little bit of energy. 

 

93 

00:13:15.750 --> 00:13:19.590 

Cory Allen: You see some fun things going on and how many there are opening them to work with 
things. 



 

94 

00:13:20.730 --> 00:13:30.750 

Cory Allen: But we need to take advantage of that, and so I would encourage that in some way, we invite 
the representatives for our district into our buildings. 

 

95 

00:13:31.260 --> 00:13:41.160 

Cory Allen: do some tours do some conversations with us folks get them to know us get them to 
understand the challenges that we face and start building that relationship with them. 

 

96 

00:13:44.670 --> 00:13:47.040 

Cory Allen: They said there were a few other things interesting. 

 

97 

00:13:47.730 --> 00:13:59.820 

Cory Allen: The other thing is we're doing the code working group right now to figure out, you know 
getting the now the tackle but, but we need to start also inside of that doing some kind of hot wash on 
what. 

 

98 

00:14:00.300 --> 00:14:05.700 

Cory Allen: happened How did we respond what steps were really good steps what were some missteps. 

 

99 

00:14:06.480 --> 00:14:17.040 

Cory Allen: Because this is the last time stuff like this happens, so the better we can capture that 
information get it down black and white someplace and internalize it doesn't integrate. 

 



100 

00:14:17.670 --> 00:14:29.490 

Cory Allen: Better, more parent will be for the next time the next pandemic, the next mercy that long so 
those two big actionable items that tanker are things that we should be trying to attack was it this one. 

 

101 

00:14:31.320 --> 00:14:31.740 

Cory Allen: So. 

 

102 

00:14:35.820 --> 00:14:37.200 

Cory Allen: What we have to do. 

 

103 

00:14:38.550 --> 00:14:39.060 

Cory Allen: What. 

 

104 

00:14:40.680 --> 00:14:42.300 

Cory Allen: Everyone is talking about. 

 

105 

00:14:43.980 --> 00:14:44.520 

Cory Allen: at that age. 

 

106 

00:14:46.020 --> 00:15:01.110 

Cory Allen: kirsty norwood and yeah the other guy's name or bad I can't remember his name but, but 
they did a very family for the door of the change can you change regions can we bring it out. 



 

107 

00:15:02.280 --> 00:15:10.140 

Cory Allen: I think we as a district ought to be doing that, so I guess if the charge it to them just a little 
thing on your on your file. 

 

108 

00:15:11.610 --> 00:15:26.340 

Cory Allen: let's figure out who needs to be at the table and what, what does the district propose what 
would the ideal scenario in the future be, I think that would be something that's definitely worth our 
while we read. 

 

109 

00:15:28.710 --> 00:15:29.220 

Cory Allen: notes here. 

 

110 

00:15:30.960 --> 00:15:34.920 

Cory Allen: I think there's the colon and what we want to. 

 

111 

00:15:36.750 --> 00:15:37.890 

Cory Allen: keep on. 

 

112 

00:15:39.690 --> 00:15:48.720 

Cory Allen: ucs central hey looking at any school districts in order to for continuous improvement. 

 

113 

00:15:50.670 --> 00:15:57.000 



Cory Allen: is something you know also what what are some girls only have one now that we would like 
to continue. 

 

114 

00:15:58.890 --> 00:16:01.500 

Cory Allen: We planning to work with our principles. 

 

115 

00:16:02.580 --> 00:16:20.700 

Cory Allen: Actually 28 and part of all in order to improve your skills, what are the things that you think 
you'd like to see, like you, and I think that would include around are some things that we've done that, 
and foremost 18 shops. 

 

116 

00:16:21.960 --> 00:16:23.580 

Cory Allen: consistently also looking for. 

 

117 

00:16:24.870 --> 00:16:26.490 

Cory Allen: opinions of other. 

 

118 

00:16:27.900 --> 00:16:33.420 

Cory Allen: Even beyond Spencer for as to what are the things they might get and get. 

 

119 

00:16:35.430 --> 00:16:41.700 

Cory Allen: Probably detention, making now, and so I think all that is. 

 

120 



00:16:42.720 --> 00:16:49.110 

Cory Allen: Steps have to take trips right, I will be the region, I think. 

 

121 

00:16:50.220 --> 00:17:09.210 

Cory Allen: We got a strike while the iron is hot on that one, because it is up in the air, right now, and so 
I think what we want to do something sooner than later, not not that we want to include all that, but I 
think right now just broad strokes is. 

 

122 

00:17:10.560 --> 00:17:13.320 

Cory Allen: What we probably need for that regard. 

 

123 

00:17:14.820 --> 00:17:19.770 

Cory Allen: yeah and we're not going to go this long, that is, you know the districts that are engaging. 

 

124 

00:17:20.460 --> 00:17:36.660 

Cory Allen: Across our accounting stuff to do this and then association as an agent to try and read it yeah 
got it so yeah we can get some larger PIC picture stuff certainly locally, we want to do more in depth 
dive and stuff but let's get some things for those folks that. 

 

125 

00:17:37.680 --> 00:17:48.300 

Cory Allen: make policy thanks in Albany give them something to think about what they really should be 
trying to focus on versus just like I said stepping back to normal right. 

 

126 

00:17:53.430 --> 00:18:04.410 



Cory Allen: So getting liberation still the topic was coming school districts have consortium they talked at 
length about health. 

 

127 

00:18:05.490 --> 00:18:07.980 

Cory Allen: Overall trends, as a result of. 

 

128 

00:18:09.960 --> 00:18:14.910 

Cory Allen: High very high level they were defined as well the projections. 

 

129 

00:18:15.960 --> 00:18:33.570 

Cory Allen: On claims are coming kind of wearable you like it was more information about the health 
consortium and brilliance well being for actually something's going to drive efficiencies and drag this 
around driving down costs a lot of instance there. 

 

130 

00:18:35.160 --> 00:18:36.990 

Cory Allen: And we're 100% survival. 

 

131 

00:18:38.430 --> 00:18:39.900 

Cory Allen: So I said is is. 

 

132 

00:18:41.730 --> 00:18:50.370 

Cory Allen: Really actually for this week, where we selected a new external auditor will be interviewed 
three different flows came in and yet. 

 



133 

00:18:51.660 --> 00:19:01.560 

Cory Allen: 100 represented, but there were six other members of the article that for predominantly 
coming receive those errors controllers there for larger organizations. 

 

134 

00:19:03.120 --> 00:19:05.280 

Cory Allen: i'm a tremendous insight into gold medal. 

 

135 

00:19:06.630 --> 00:19:09.750 

Cory Allen: wasn't even writing this is very. 

 

136 

00:19:10.830 --> 00:19:16.980 

Cory Allen: it's not my area of expertise, but it wasn't my goal has a very, very, very strong as it. 

 

137 

00:19:18.270 --> 00:19:20.220 

Cory Allen: out this is part of the hangout today. 

 

138 

00:19:23.010 --> 00:19:25.200 

Cory Allen: It was a unanimous decision and I spoke with. 

 

139 

00:19:28.710 --> 00:19:29.700 

Cory Allen: you very much. 

 



140 

00:19:32.490 --> 00:19:32.940 

Cory Allen: I mean. 

 

141 

00:19:34.140 --> 00:19:40.440 

Cory Allen: The big thing that mangled that the others didn't even come close is there, they were already 
engaged before we ask them a question. 

 

142 

00:19:40.860 --> 00:19:50.490 

Cory Allen: And not just with us, with their up the other districts today represented there are being 
engaged and reading through all that stuff that it just come out that name is coming. 

 

143 

00:19:50.850 --> 00:20:05.730 

Cory Allen: And we're basically providing guidance and box and things were sisters to start considering 
keep in mind as we, as a new the middle but see, so there are so far ahead of the game already so yeah 
it wasn't. 

 

144 

00:20:07.170 --> 00:20:08.310 

Cory Allen: Much of the discussion is. 

 

145 

00:20:09.630 --> 00:20:19.770 

Cory Allen: Good so metal suppose so Nicholas Thompson just as happy with how they were together so 
it's a week no problem, but if we gave up everything else. 

 

146 



00:20:28.350 --> 00:20:28.650 

Cory Allen: A. 

 

147 

00:20:33.030 --> 00:20:37.320 

Cory Allen: lot of education is an official review of the people. 

 

148 

00:20:38.370 --> 00:20:40.770 

Cory Allen: Who are more medication eating. 

 

149 

00:20:42.330 --> 00:20:52.530 

Cory Allen: Any red flags or anything pop up that that are concerned, so so we added wait till the galley 
and the school. 

 

150 

00:20:54.120 --> 00:20:57.360 

Cory Allen: Calendar was updated before we send this out. 

 

151 

00:20:58.380 --> 00:21:00.390 

Cory Allen: It looks like our in there. 

 

152 

00:21:02.040 --> 00:21:02.460 

Cory Allen: Every. 

 

153 



00:21:04.290 --> 00:21:06.690 

Cory Allen: first and third Tuesdays so. 

 

154 

00:21:07.890 --> 00:21:09.390 

Cory Allen: sort of emotions. 

 

155 

00:21:14.700 --> 00:21:17.070 

Cory Allen: Okay, so either. 

 

156 

00:21:21.690 --> 00:21:25.590 

Cory Allen: Some great information is going to be shared by market for. 

 

157 

00:21:30.180 --> 00:21:33.390 

Cory Allen: just waiting in the middle of the. 

 

158 

00:21:34.470 --> 00:21:36.600 

Cory Allen: Opening, for example. 

 

159 

00:21:37.980 --> 00:21:38.280 

Cory Allen: By the. 

 

160 

00:21:39.420 --> 00:21:41.040 



Cory Allen: One World teams medicine. 

 

161 

00:21:42.540 --> 00:21:43.590 

Cory Allen: For the first time. 

 

162 

00:21:44.910 --> 00:21:45.720 

Cory Allen: On Monday. 

 

163 

00:21:46.950 --> 00:21:47.370 

Cory Allen: All the. 

 

164 

00:21:48.990 --> 00:21:49.470 

Cory Allen: standard. 

 

165 

00:21:50.520 --> 00:21:52.620 

Cory Allen: Rules divvied up. 

 

166 

00:21:53.940 --> 00:21:57.120 

Cory Allen: All of us to four different schools and when the principles. 

 

167 

00:21:59.040 --> 00:22:04.650 



Cory Allen: I think the biggest thing is first traffic and flow and they've done a lot of work to prepare for 
that. 

 

168 

00:22:06.870 --> 00:22:27.000 

Cory Allen: was a little bit of rain is we're good now their cars and they were getting dropped off off 
their bosses smiles in the heart and i'm watching today so for this one, this is outside playing the 
accordion each other and he happy and maybe not sustainable hugging each other. 

 

169 

00:22:30.240 --> 00:22:36.810 

Cory Allen: how's it well, it was exciting and we obviously know a lot of conversations principal. 

 

170 

00:22:37.980 --> 00:22:47.640 

Cory Allen: Around how to install to a person, they are proud of the teachers will be happy and proud 
the teachers that are teaching who. 

 

171 

00:22:48.360 --> 00:23:01.890 

Cory Allen: may have an rti teachers will be teachers and now their classroom teachers, for the first 
time, what a list that was for them, I want to recognize them when we get to the end of the year for the 
extra lift that they did and. 

 

172 

00:23:03.210 --> 00:23:12.390 

Cory Allen: Even within the first couple days they're they're saying wow this is this is something really 
special and feeling good about what they've done and what they are doing. 

 

173 

00:23:13.020 --> 00:23:23.730 



Cory Allen: So I think you know, during these channel and you kind of have to remind yourself what's 
going well, what they're passionate about and, certainly, I think this is something you get about. 

 

174 

00:23:24.240 --> 00:23:40.290 

Cory Allen: Of course, at the same time, we had lots of hopes for reopening six for Monday at this point, 
we have to continually look at two factors before we make that leap, I regret that this is where we are. 

 

175 

00:23:42.630 --> 00:23:56.010 

Cory Allen: kept looking and looking for the way in and people like Hawaii so before I think we can look 
with hindsight that evening plans were made to all the small. 

 

176 

00:23:56.700 --> 00:24:03.570 

Cory Allen: A lot was unknown about this layers and what it means and what the safety of our students 
and our staff. 

 

177 

00:24:04.290 --> 00:24:19.860 

Cory Allen: So you can't just take this point in time somebody to do at that point in time, it has been this 
constantly evolving dynamic ever changing situation and that's not what humans are particularly 
comfortable with and so. 

 

178 

00:24:20.880 --> 00:24:26.730 

Cory Allen: You know I apologize if this is how things are unfolding I wish I had a major one. 

 

179 

00:24:28.290 --> 00:24:29.130 

Cory Allen: But I did get one. 



 

180 

00:24:30.270 --> 00:24:39.810 

Cory Allen: So we're going to keep working together, I like to emphasize two together here February 
Eighth, which is the first time that principles and all. 

 

181 

00:24:40.530 --> 00:24:49.470 

Cory Allen: Our whole extended know the ad hoc committee for the first time under ties leadership and 
it took us from February, a. 

 

182 

00:24:50.100 --> 00:25:00.600 

Cory Allen: To Monday to make the plans that our in place, and so it was an effort together, and I think 
everybody feels good about that. 

 

183 

00:25:01.080 --> 00:25:09.180 

Cory Allen: I want, Daniel and TIM to share a little bit of information, because all of this health 
information evolves. 

 

184 

00:25:09.660 --> 00:25:22.020 

Cory Allen: And it is what undergirds the decisions that we urinating and responsibilities, you can go to 
school, when it is safe to returns to matter how badly we watch this and. 

 

185 

00:25:22.890 --> 00:25:35.430 

Cory Allen: listen to what our new guidelines or something even stronger, so thank you to both of you 
and appreciate you sharing some information with us. 

 



186 

00:25:37.380 --> 00:25:47.310 

Cory Allen: This evening, good evening, everyone has a very, very well said so that's really the goal of our 
presentation today is really just to provide an overview of where we are. 

 

187 

00:25:47.970 --> 00:25:53.820 

Cory Allen: With our reopening efforts to capture some of the data that went into the decision making, 
so, unfortunately, have to. 

 

188 

00:25:54.360 --> 00:26:09.510 

Cory Allen: host all the decision to bring arcade their senior 612 students back four days a week, but also 
to really highlight really the success of this week with some place on Monday right where R K six 
students were able to pursue their pay five students were able to come back in person. 

 

189 

00:26:11.640 --> 00:26:25.680 

Cory Allen: So the last time that had in your library here was was march night that was the right update 
on the CDC guidelines, and that was the most recent guidance that we hadn't received in many, many 
months in many districts were looking to that CDC guidance. 

 

190 

00:26:26.880 --> 00:26:38.220 

Cory Allen: future plans to increase in person is perfect right because that's been our goal all along, is 
what can we do to increase in person instruction for our suits and it continues to be our goal. 

 

191 

00:26:39.660 --> 00:26:48.840 

Cory Allen: And within that CDC guys listen to a number of different mitigation strategies to district 
should follow we'll touch on those again during the presentation tonight. 

 



192 

00:26:49.710 --> 00:26:59.460 

Cory Allen: But it also talked about Community translation, so we want to revisit that as well, you have a 
snapshot of where we are with Community transmission and how do we define the Community. 

 

193 

00:27:01.260 --> 00:27:07.200 

Cory Allen: But even since that time, we know that that work is can see right there has been a number of 
different efforts. 

 

194 

00:27:08.670 --> 00:27:14.850 

Cory Allen: To seek additional candidates from the state and the state level around real. 

 

195 

00:27:18.180 --> 00:27:28.620 

Cory Allen: And during an answer as a school district, it is a learning community we needed to go back to 
the New York state guidance from August to examine that. 

 

196 

00:27:29.910 --> 00:27:38.610 

Cory Allen: detail as as Dr Chris alluded to, to find what were those avenues that we can say to increase 
in person instruction using guidance back from August. 

 

197 

00:27:39.270 --> 00:27:52.650 

Cory Allen: And K five level that was using that cohort process that that planning started back in 
February and then at the 612 level, it was to increase the physical barriers so there was a distance. 

 

198 



00:27:53.670 --> 00:27:58.620 

Cory Allen: Social distance less than six feet those physical barriers needed to be installed so that's 
where we were. 

 

199 

00:27:59.970 --> 00:28:11.520 

Cory Allen: We had those plans in place, we were ready to go until this accurate the update in New York 
State Department of Health guidance that came out on Friday evening of last week. 

 

200 

00:28:13.530 --> 00:28:19.920 

Cory Allen: And, essentially, the new New York state guidance adopted the CDC guidance. 

 

201 

00:28:21.810 --> 00:28:25.050 

Cory Allen: And the difficult decision to postpone opening. 

 

202 

00:28:26.190 --> 00:28:29.340 

Cory Allen: really had to do with this language within the CDC guidance. 

 

203 

00:28:30.780 --> 00:28:32.220 

Cory Allen: And really focused on that. 

 

204 

00:28:33.330 --> 00:28:43.740 

Cory Allen: Kelly, being in a high transmission area where our elementary schools can maintain a 
physical distance of three feet how our middle schools in our high schools. 

 



205 

00:28:44.460 --> 00:28:52.800 

Cory Allen: They could only be three feet were co hoarding is possible, but when co hoarding is not 
possible for you to go back today 60 the physical distance. 

 

206 

00:28:53.820 --> 00:29:00.210 

Cory Allen: What we were making before right is the use of those physical barriers what six feet cannot 
be maintained, however. 

 

207 

00:29:01.260 --> 00:29:09.240 

Cory Allen: New York state adopted the CDC language around no longer recommending physical barriers 
were physical distance of 60 cannot be amazing. 

 

208 

00:29:10.410 --> 00:29:15.150 

Cory Allen: And I interrupt here the word Moss is the one that has. 

 

209 

00:29:16.290 --> 00:29:33.480 

Cory Allen: Really called us to reveal it isn't to the nth degree taxable it says must it's not a 
recommendation so i'm just people wanted to be different I just need to be important to keep your 
word is the game changer. 

 

210 

00:29:35.940 --> 00:29:44.730 

Cory Allen: And the other piece too right is that are telling me is that high transition area so i'll turn it 
over to Danielle to to speak to that. 

 

211 



00:29:45.420 --> 00:29:51.600 

Cory Allen: yeah so i'm gonna kind of go over the things some of the things that we discussed at the last 
meeting that we had with you guys. 

 

212 

00:29:52.440 --> 00:30:04.440 

Cory Allen: But the CDC on identifies two indicators for Community transmission and those include on 
the total number of cases per hundred thousand as well as the percentage of positive testing less. 

 

213 

00:30:08.310 --> 00:30:21.990 

Cory Allen: So where do we stand as a community here and Monroe county so right now, as of today, at 
five o'clock we are at 246 cases per 100,000. 

 

214 

00:30:22.920 --> 00:30:34.800 

Cory Allen: So that is two and a half times approximately two and a half times what we need, where we 
need to be in order to open schools, because currently we're in this red or red transmission so. 

 

215 

00:30:37.020 --> 00:30:49.380 

Cory Allen: The positivity rate is 3.2% which is down here, and this low or blue transmission and the CDC 
guidance says that if there's any discrepancy in the transmission rates, we have to take that high school. 

 

216 

00:30:53.490 --> 00:31:01.950 

Cory Allen: So what does this mean for our schools as TIM alluded to at the elementary school were able 
to cohort students, so they can maintain the three feet. 

 

217 

00:31:03.810 --> 00:31:16.290 



Cory Allen: At our middle and high schools, due to the schedules, that all of our high schoolers and low 
scores maintain were not able to cohort so Therefore, we do need to keep that six feet of social distance 
now. 

 

218 

00:31:17.850 --> 00:31:27.720 

Cory Allen: When we move into this orange level here, that is when we can decrease down to that three 
feet at the middle and high school. 

 

219 

00:31:29.190 --> 00:31:41.670 

Cory Allen: And so we ask ourselves what do we have to do to get to that orange level and what we 
need to do is, we need to have a transmission that top number that I talked about, that is now to 46 we 
need that to be below and. 

 

220 

00:31:43.800 --> 00:31:53.670 

Cory Allen: So we need that to be in this area here, this is not a problem down here it's this up here 
that's a problem, so we need the Community to help you get these kids back. 

 

221 

00:31:55.260 --> 00:32:05.700 

Cory Allen: We obviously when we spoke on march 9 at that time we were discussing numbers of 110 to 
120 so obviously that's considerably higher now. 

 

222 

00:32:07.110 --> 00:32:12.240 

Cory Allen: In our positivity rate at that point was 1.6 and now we're up at 3.2 so it's done. 

 

223 

00:32:14.280 --> 00:32:23.370 



Cory Allen: and turn it back over to the one thing and another saying that here as be myself is 
unfortunately. 

 

224 

00:32:24.450 --> 00:32:36.570 

Cory Allen: You guys have with accounting information, we were saying, but instead support our 
Community or here and we using a common one, which is the exasperated, because how many. 

 

225 

00:32:37.110 --> 00:32:42.510 

Cory Allen: And some people are saying, well, what are the should be good, but I know they're saying. 

 

226 

00:32:43.290 --> 00:32:49.800 

Cory Allen: Here is powering that that's important yeah it's a good question right and so when we say 
we have to look at Community transition. 

 

227 

00:32:50.190 --> 00:32:59.100 

Cory Allen: How do we define a Community exactly so in the CDC community is defined by California and 
i'm a local school better so i'll start. 

 

228 

00:32:59.820 --> 00:33:15.960 

Cory Allen: With that was there every then compensation or discussion about looking at zip codes that 
school district serve instead of just looking at spent report more looking at zip code area, so it was so we 
looked at that as well okay and number four. 

 

229 

00:33:17.160 --> 00:33:17.850 

Cory Allen: or five at night. 



 

230 

00:33:19.230 --> 00:33:36.270 

Cory Allen: or so so i'm on the county dashboard there's different records of the dashboard and there is 
a break down by zip code and as of this morning, the one for zip code was over 200 cases per. 

 

231 

00:33:37.980 --> 00:33:49.560 

Cory Allen: Actually 272 cases and one night, it was it was just updated yesterday, I believe, which 
previous to that it was lower yeah. 

 

232 

00:33:50.160 --> 00:33:59.430 

Cory Allen: So, when you say what's more when you don't want to copy i'm not spoken to so difficult 
question, but you said it was lower what. 

 

233 

00:33:59.880 --> 00:34:08.700 

Cory Allen: How much more about what if you know that off the top your head so even last week, so I 
want to say I need to be updated every Monday right. 

 

234 

00:34:09.480 --> 00:34:24.000 

Cory Allen: Yesterday, when I looked at it early in the day, it was in that they do it and shades of blue 
right, it was in a lighter shade of blue than it is today, which didn't today, it puts us almost at the top of 
the transfer of those blue transition area. 

 

235 

00:34:25.290 --> 00:34:27.630 

Cory Allen: So can we go back to the water. 

 



236 

00:34:31.110 --> 00:34:33.690 

Cory Allen: Go back from where there. 

 

237 

00:34:34.770 --> 00:34:38.970 

Cory Allen: can be resolved or with high transmission rate that's what it says. 

 

238 

00:34:40.200 --> 00:34:53.700 

Cory Allen: is right through that statement that's where it binds us and that's where it also says in a 
couple of paragraphs of both that that these recommendations. 

 

239 

00:34:55.050 --> 00:35:15.480 

Cory Allen: From the CDC are required so so those that language, it was really having her hands here in 
his county right there and a couple paragraphs before that screen capture in specifically to the 
recommendations are summary below and are required to be here to. 

 

240 

00:35:16.500 --> 00:35:18.630 

Cory Allen: buy the responsible parties, which is the school. 

 

241 

00:35:22.590 --> 00:35:38.100 

Cory Allen: On it talks about barriers are no longer have amended it will never say it is an installation 
frustration, have we looked at what we can meet any guidelines that might be out there, regarding that 
and then. 

 

242 



00:35:39.210 --> 00:35:41.670 

Cory Allen: I need rich could speak a little bit about. 

 

243 

00:35:43.260 --> 00:35:48.090 

Cory Allen: That we have explored in big picture, or use that with our. 

 

244 

00:35:49.470 --> 00:35:58.950 

Cory Allen: Study right course for beginning of the year yep yep and we met, we met with Joe and his 
team as well. 

 

245 

00:36:00.360 --> 00:36:05.370 

Cory Allen: Nelson we've upgraded to verse 13 filter struggle is that. 

 

246 

00:36:06.900 --> 00:36:15.150 

Cory Allen: We are immune system down 24 hours so we're doing everything that we can given systems 
that we have. 

 

247 

00:36:16.500 --> 00:36:22.620 

Cory Allen: I think, really, you know part of this later in the presentation might speak to the budget. 

 

248 

00:36:23.820 --> 00:36:27.570 

Cory Allen: It may be something that we look at through the songs. 

 



249 

00:36:29.250 --> 00:36:34.050 

Cory Allen: To operating systems, so all the upgrade systems, but more of a. 

 

250 

00:36:36.360 --> 00:36:37.200 

Cory Allen: Air purifier. 

 

251 

00:36:38.880 --> 00:36:39.540 

Cory Allen: Our our. 

 

252 

00:36:42.120 --> 00:36:45.090 

Cory Allen: altars smarter as Muslims that question. 

 

253 

00:36:48.150 --> 00:36:50.880 

Cory Allen: He gave a very old very. 

 

254 

00:36:51.990 --> 00:36:54.210 

Cory Allen: answer will be no right. 

 

255 

00:36:55.470 --> 00:37:00.570 

Cory Allen: or wrong short of it is just facilities in place to jump you. 

 

256 



00:37:02.400 --> 00:37:05.010 

Cory Allen: Know involved as they're probably just. 

 

257 

00:37:06.810 --> 00:37:13.020 

Cory Allen: Making shoes capital budgeting solution so yeah you're just. 

 

258 

00:37:14.520 --> 00:37:15.210 

Cory Allen: Visiting. 

 

259 

00:37:16.770 --> 00:37:18.060 

Cory Allen: place that's the that's the. 

 

260 

00:37:19.260 --> 00:37:22.320 

Cory Allen: Discussion very long, very. 

 

261 

00:37:23.460 --> 00:37:23.940 

Cory Allen: Good most. 

 

262 

00:37:26.160 --> 00:37:26.730 

Cory Allen: houses. 

 

263 

00:37:29.910 --> 00:37:30.990 



Cory Allen: or so and. 

 

264 

00:37:32.100 --> 00:37:33.570 

Cory Allen: Most recently. 

 

265 

00:37:36.690 --> 00:37:40.680 

Cory Allen: We are encouraging people to have their windows open now that it's spring. 

 

266 

00:37:41.700 --> 00:37:45.000 

Cory Allen: Yes, that's a huge asset and mitigation. 

 

267 

00:37:48.480 --> 00:38:07.410 

Cory Allen: Alright, so our current reopening plans as we alluded to, earlier we opened with with our 
four day and remote models at the elementary level yesterday and then obviously we're pausing at the 
secondary level, and we are going to evaluate this weekly. 

 

268 

00:38:09.000 --> 00:38:13.590 

Cory Allen: and turn I evaluate this daily and give everyone an update that wants it. 

 

269 

00:38:14.610 --> 00:38:24.090 

Cory Allen: But once we move to that orange song and we will start discussing getting the kids back 
we're ready, you have everything in place to do it, we just need that that orange category. 

 

270 



00:38:25.440 --> 00:38:32.760 

Cory Allen: we're going to continue the medication strategies that we utilize all year, which has led to 
zero transmission within our schools. 

 

271 

00:38:33.150 --> 00:38:42.150 

Cory Allen: The universal masking and the respiratory hygiene social distancing the daily health 
screenings cleaning practices and collaborating with Monroe county health department. 

 

272 

00:38:43.980 --> 00:38:53.700 

Cory Allen: will turn it over the 10 days and yell and please just wanted to capture, so the celebrations 
with our elements here the opening and the effort that went into that really. 

 

273 

00:38:54.300 --> 00:39:03.090 

Cory Allen: here's some examples crystal preferences a rainy morning, but the spirits were very, very 
high on Monday this week is students welcome back 40s in person. 

 

274 

00:39:03.540 --> 00:39:14.610 

Cory Allen: You know kudos go out to the ability to browse department for all the movie they didn't 
prepare her physical spaces for welcoming students back or transportation department is done just a 
phenomenal job, making sure. 

 

275 

00:39:15.600 --> 00:39:25.380 

Cory Allen: The bus routes were updated phosphates is worse at the families and it was all done in a safe 
manner as well, the daily health screen stop being sent four days a week for K five students. 

 

276 



00:39:26.130 --> 00:39:39.390 

Cory Allen: abilities and those processes in the morning pictures or screaming or twice the number since 
or stream i'm really to publicly celebrate the work that's been done by our faculty and staff and all the 
different beliefs and administrators at the buildings. 

 

277 

00:39:40.590 --> 00:39:49.380 

Cory Allen: It was a significant left and they have done just a phenomenal job preparing their their 
spaces person has to come back and again being in the. 

 

278 

00:39:49.950 --> 00:39:56.790 

Cory Allen: last couple of days it's great that that was his band there, but we miss right this back that 
elementary buildings and we are. 

 

279 

00:39:57.450 --> 00:40:06.390 

Cory Allen: ready to move forward with what we need to do to have that Community transmission level, 
except the spots, we give up our our secondary students back and say man. 

 

280 

00:40:08.850 --> 00:40:16.770 

Cory Allen: And then also painting a hat right it's important that we are looking forward to September 
2021 and our goal is to be in person, five days a week. 

 

281 

00:40:17.280 --> 00:40:32.250 

Cory Allen: For in person instruction in September 2021, so we are establishing a planning committee 
that will involve community and the learning Community stakeholders as a part of that I want to make 
sure that it was aware that that is part of the planning, as well as we look forward to September. 

 

282 



00:40:34.290 --> 00:40:40.530 

Cory Allen: So there's an opportunity for some questions and answer good wanted to again provide a 
another space that I think comes up. 

 

283 

00:40:41.580 --> 00:40:47.580 

Cory Allen: To belabor the point i'm fascinated by last generation, you know Israel of that. 

 

284 

00:40:48.600 --> 00:40:51.960 

Cory Allen: On the screens, we see that first bill was like sure. 

 

285 

00:40:55.230 --> 00:40:56.460 

Cory Allen: yeah sure. 

 

286 

00:40:58.740 --> 00:40:59.490 

Cory Allen: Google search. 

 

287 

00:41:07.980 --> 00:41:08.400 

glitch. 

 

288 

00:41:09.570 --> 00:41:16.530 

Cory Allen: As far as this is a question that has come up and i'm sure we'll continue with alternating 
what. 

 



289 

00:41:18.000 --> 00:41:20.730 

Cory Allen: Is their discussion about their. 

 

290 

00:41:22.140 --> 00:41:22.860 

Cory Allen: activity. 

 

291 

00:41:24.450 --> 00:41:28.410 

Cory Allen: You know it's a question that continues to be asked as far as getting. 

 

292 

00:41:30.210 --> 00:41:40.230 

Cory Allen: Back in you know any any more days is better, so you know that's one of the questions that 
come up to me so i'm wondering if this is. 

 

293 

00:41:42.570 --> 00:41:46.950 

Cory Allen: When we had our students in grades Casey I. 

 

294 

00:41:48.210 --> 00:41:53.700 

Cory Allen: Turn part of that whole process was to put pictures of habitat fish. 

 

295 

00:41:56.040 --> 00:42:06.270 

Cory Allen: And to try to coordinate the personal and remote the hybrid teachers who are new to the 
class so one of the. 



 

296 

00:42:07.350 --> 00:42:18.390 

Cory Allen: commitment to making that must provide them opportunities to coordinate those up the 
time wasters it's a little different because the students began because of the teachers, I have. 

 

297 

00:42:22.590 --> 00:42:28.620 

Cory Allen: Discussions about two models, whether you guys will be five and for your. 

 

298 

00:42:29.820 --> 00:42:32.730 

Cory Allen: Second theory and there was a feeling that. 

 

299 

00:42:33.930 --> 00:42:34.800 

Cory Allen: Consistency. 

 

300 

00:42:36.090 --> 00:42:37.920 

Cory Allen: So that's where we. 

 

301 

00:42:39.270 --> 00:42:39.810 

Cory Allen: might be. 

 

302 

00:42:40.830 --> 00:42:54.120 



Cory Allen: We wouldn't have reopened yesterday, without the coordination with the teachers that are 
new those specials I think it might be easy for people to think well, they can just do it by know what's 
the problem. 

 

303 

00:42:56.190 --> 00:43:07.440 

Cory Allen: You know, typically as people that haven't been a pleasure to be on twitch and I think we 
always have to give me to provide instruction there's a. 

 

304 

00:43:09.510 --> 00:43:09.930 

Cory Allen: lot. 

 

305 

00:43:11.250 --> 00:43:13.860 

Cory Allen: So there's there's me as well. 

 

306 

00:43:16.860 --> 00:43:27.270 

Cory Allen: So here's the chart that he has per day, so if we look, obviously, you can see, I can expense 
report and then using the guide on the on the left at 272 or greater to report hundred. 

 

307 

00:43:30.330 --> 00:43:32.010 

Cory Allen: yeah I mean that's significant it's junk. 

 

308 

00:43:37.260 --> 00:44:02.130 

Cory Allen: So basically again to the color scheme, but it has to be white in order to really example yeah 
there's less than 20 cases that light is blue opening so technically is what they call unstable because 
that's just looking at that area it's not working at the entire county focusing on. 



 

309 

00:44:03.690 --> 00:44:05.280 

Cory Allen: On the top on agree. 

 

310 

00:44:06.300 --> 00:44:07.290 

Cory Allen: Thank you for clarifying that. 

 

311 

00:44:08.310 --> 00:44:08.790 

Cory Allen: Specific. 

 

312 

00:44:12.960 --> 00:44:14.940 

Cory Allen: needs to be explained that. 

 

313 

00:44:15.990 --> 00:44:26.250 

Cory Allen: Previously, when we were having standardization, it was worried about the story of our 
children's books for that used to be an argument it's not. 

 

314 

00:44:35.100 --> 00:44:45.600 

Cory Allen: Really, an argument for us cool sounding good, but it only can tell me why that's not they've 
never had this when they did the red zone get it kind of depends on. 

 

315 

00:44:46.650 --> 00:44:51.720 



Cory Allen: What for getting people back in the school is always uncountable never been by without. 

 

316 

00:44:57.660 --> 00:44:58.830 

Cory Allen: Any guidance out there. 

 

317 

00:45:00.180 --> 00:45:10.800 

Cory Allen: With the numbers needs to be in order to be considered polluted, I know what our middle 
school grades are divided up I believe in being there, as they call them. 

 

318 

00:45:12.030 --> 00:45:19.110 

Cory Allen: In that a small enough group of kids we're only going to classes with to your team that 
doesn't qualify as. 

 

319 

00:45:21.300 --> 00:45:24.210 

Cory Allen: It was at that cohort of students travel together. 

 

320 

00:45:26.130 --> 00:45:40.530 

Cory Allen: And even that wouldn't be the moment to say for sure you would be to have that covert 
input right they have the teachers travel to that they don't give it to define number that should be 
within a cohort but it's keeping that group of students together. 

 

321 

00:45:41.850 --> 00:45:51.510 

Cory Allen: The challenge lies right in the complexity of our secondary schools right where where those 
students there's a good chance go to students have the same schedule over affording cycle. 



 

322 

00:45:52.650 --> 00:45:59.190 

Cory Allen: And so I know that our secondary administrators and their teams that really worthy I, what 
can we do to increase the space. 

 

323 

00:46:00.270 --> 00:46:07.230 

Cory Allen: shuttle pads can we do this, how many additional classrooms where we need to increase 
that physical distance and space to six feet and. 

 

324 

00:46:08.670 --> 00:46:10.320 

Cory Allen: It talked about this on Monday. 

 

325 

00:46:12.600 --> 00:46:16.770 

Cory Allen: or no school principal you know, Tim. 

 

326 

00:46:18.780 --> 00:46:19.230 

Cory Allen: That. 

 

327 

00:46:21.390 --> 00:46:22.890 

Cory Allen: might be getting but anyway. 

 

328 

00:46:24.990 --> 00:46:35.550 



Cory Allen: But Sean here looks that we would be 21 extra classrooms and then you'd be the supervision 
of those 20 minutes pray classrooms just for period one, for example. 

 

329 

00:46:36.930 --> 00:46:42.300 

Cory Allen: Now I was hoping that maybe Oh well, it's five can we find by actual classroom. 

 

330 

00:46:44.190 --> 00:46:47.850 

Cory Allen: So it's not we don't have the space or the staff. 

 

331 

00:46:49.050 --> 00:47:05.490 

Cory Allen: To to keep their distance, it is point, but I do think you know you guys have superintendents 
of the process of coming today, and this was the first time that came up was it's like this in September. 

 

332 

00:47:07.560 --> 00:47:27.000 

Cory Allen: And I think we've all all may have wishful thinking, this is wires would go away, and it was 
going to just kind of blew it out like that, and it hasn't gone down like if there's a variance I think that's 
one of the primary factors at play here, but I think we have to. 

 

333 

00:47:28.290 --> 00:47:45.510 

Cory Allen: We have to look at a lot of other options again because I think we all agreed to get into 
September and have our kids starting to work and have this be two and a half years of this in all of next 
for so. 

 

334 

00:47:46.830 --> 00:47:52.860 

Cory Allen: Part of the planning is not just the assumption that the partners is phenomenal. 



 

335 

00:47:54.270 --> 00:48:00.360 

Cory Allen: Because you're building your own, what are we going to do if the weather is still an issue. 

 

336 

00:48:02.760 --> 00:48:12.930 

Cory Allen: So, after hearing your thoughts about what the High School principal about space versus 
manpower right and I guess we'll cross that bridge when we get there, but. 

 

337 

00:48:14.280 --> 00:48:20.310 

Cory Allen: I guess, we can suggest a higher selves which animal on earth issue right, we could get 
bodies in their. 

 

338 

00:48:21.660 --> 00:48:28.440 

Cory Allen: conversation but and then, as far as space, I guess, we preserve phrase, but for short 20 
human beings. 

 

339 

00:48:30.030 --> 00:48:30.240 

Cory Allen: wanting. 

 

340 

00:48:32.130 --> 00:48:33.810 

Cory Allen: to know why and. 

 

341 

00:48:34.950 --> 00:48:36.330 



Cory Allen: You can afford. 

 

342 

00:48:37.740 --> 00:48:41.580 

Cory Allen: So the numbers up against some awesome anyone else. 

 

343 

00:48:45.360 --> 00:49:03.330 

Cory Allen: And then enter the dynamics of what is a so forth, there might be 21 of the first period, but it 
might be something different people down different programs for secondary so it's but, but I think. 

 

344 

00:49:05.040 --> 00:49:16.110 

Cory Allen: That is the rethinking of covering rethinking Oh, what a schedule look like for real for for next 
year is the direction that. 

 

345 

00:49:17.340 --> 00:49:19.650 

Cory Allen: A direction that we need to get. 

 

346 

00:49:23.190 --> 00:49:28.920 

Cory Allen: Change the effort of positive it's in now with awesome. 

 

347 

00:49:30.720 --> 00:49:34.770 

Cory Allen: But it doesn't work if this continues right, so we have. 

 

348 



00:49:37.500 --> 00:49:43.710 

Cory Allen: A plan, if it were to continue like this and plans that it's if it isn't launches. 

 

349 

00:49:45.120 --> 00:49:59.340 

Cory Allen: And maybe there's the morphing of things to your point earlier to clean the room continue 
to do that, we see the work so it's just an ongoing process of analyzing where we are. 

 

350 

00:50:00.990 --> 00:50:03.360 

Cory Allen: Good students being in school and we're going to be. 

 

351 

00:50:06.210 --> 00:50:09.780 

Cory Allen: With this not going away really looking at. 

 

352 

00:50:10.800 --> 00:50:22.110 

Cory Allen: How are we going to be delivering instruction over the next year or even beyond that you 
know to tim's point or teachers traveling in the building, instead of students. 

 

353 

00:50:23.580 --> 00:50:34.560 

Cory Allen: You know that whole mindset, going back to what you were saying for Gary and looking at 
what did we learn from this and accepting that we might be delivering instruction. 

 

354 

00:50:35.670 --> 00:50:42.210 

Cory Allen: And what are those options, and I think if you're teaming or cold wording here the teachers 
moving as an option. 



 

355 

00:50:43.170 --> 00:50:53.490 

Cory Allen: But when you have a school students with different electives and the complexity of those 
schedules know that doesn't mean we're not going to look at it, or any good look at. 

 

356 

00:50:54.360 --> 00:51:06.690 

Cory Allen: kids that he has time and scheduled up to a certain point, and what part of the day, with it, I 
mean, I think we just we look at schedules we looked at all kinds of ideas to get input from the 
stakeholders. 

 

357 

00:51:07.710 --> 00:51:08.640 

Cory Allen: As a huge. 

 

358 

00:51:10.320 --> 00:51:10.920 

Cory Allen: destitution. 

 

359 

00:51:15.210 --> 00:51:18.420 

Cory Allen: Thank you Thank you everyone yellen is what you expected when you came on board. 

 

360 

00:51:19.980 --> 00:51:25.440 

Cory Allen: know, I was thinking about it as i'm walking down there and I said to myself this probably 
isn't good and I hadn't seen it twice and. 

 

361 



00:51:28.200 --> 00:51:28.980 

Cory Allen: Thank you everyone. 

 

362 

00:51:31.800 --> 00:51:32.850 

Cory Allen: For joining. 

 

363 

00:51:35.040 --> 00:51:36.390 

Cory Allen: me thanks. 

 

364 

00:51:49.980 --> 00:51:50.310 

Cory Allen: Thank. 

 

365 

00:51:53.070 --> 00:51:53.340 

Cory Allen: You. 

 

366 

00:52:14.010 --> 00:52:15.570 

Cory Allen: I won't take up your time. 

 

367 

00:52:16.710 --> 00:52:23.940 

Cory Allen: The 1035 seats, you know I know you'll see me, probably at almost every board meeting 
from now through October yeah. 

 

368 



00:52:26.970 --> 00:52:38.430 

Cory Allen: But with the 1000 series the policies at least the 1100 1200 were reviewed by myself and 
mitigate as well as myself and Mr wood once again. 

 

369 

00:52:39.000 --> 00:52:54.120 

Cory Allen: In the past week and a half to ensure that they are good to go at least going back to 
everyone, there is really minimal if no substantial changes to these it is really just update them to fit 
theory one more more. 

 

370 

00:52:55.770 --> 00:52:58.980 

Cory Allen: concise language in some cases, others just adding. 

 

371 

00:53:00.090 --> 00:53:10.200 

Cory Allen: Like reporting of expenditures and contributions that information with already in board 
member package, but the policy itself is updated from the 1999 version that we had before. 

 

372 

00:53:12.810 --> 00:53:22.290 

Cory Allen: I there was only one comment from maury which I took care of otherwise I didn't see a lot 
with respect to comments or questions. 

 

373 

00:53:24.090 --> 00:53:24.570 

Cory Allen: Jonathan. 

 

374 

00:53:26.010 --> 00:53:35.640 



Cory Allen: Those were pretty easy read in my eyes and I don't feel too many changes I won't unless you 
want us to say looks good looks good looks good you know when I went through those lines. 

 

375 

00:53:36.030 --> 00:53:45.510 

Cory Allen: I didn't see lori's one common with the italics agreement that but to not over inundate you 
would sort of information, I mean i'm sorry we take care of. 

 

376 

00:53:46.500 --> 00:53:48.060 

Cory Allen: So if you want us. 

 

377 

00:53:48.360 --> 00:53:50.610 

Cory Allen: As we look at that if you want a solid comment. 

 

378 

00:53:50.730 --> 00:54:02.730 

Cory Allen: That we looked at it, we can do that it doesn't matter whatever format that you want to do, I 
will amend by presentation this latest you know, two hours before the board meeting to fit whatever 
comes in either day off or the night before. 

 

379 

00:54:03.570 --> 00:54:06.780 

Cory Allen: But that's fine however camp was suggesting that one. 

 

380 

00:54:10.800 --> 00:54:18.540 

Cory Allen: Yes, but there will still be more of the 1100 and the next board meeting when we do some 
more policies. 



 

381 

00:54:18.930 --> 00:54:30.090 

Cory Allen: They were to policies that are really spent support specific they're not hearing one policies so 
that'll take a little more reading to go through like principles for board members and relationships with 
principals and. 

 

382 

00:54:30.810 --> 00:54:39.630 

Cory Allen: administrators and superintendent those are expensive for specific policies, so it will take a 
little bit more than just turn it right over to everyone. 

 

383 

00:54:40.290 --> 00:54:57.540 

Cory Allen: So we're shooting and that for me to try at least do there's 31 policies in the 1000 series and 
I don't want to overdo it, and any more me, but I also knew tonight was pretty heavy rick and I talked 
about it with the budget, the reopening so deceptive simple. 

 

384 

00:54:59.250 --> 00:55:17.910 

Cory Allen: I did read and what I did this time what was rather than looking comparison looking at all the 
other vectors look at the final, and this is notice anything listen, therefore, I felt that was good so it's 
rainy morning so i'm doing. 

 

385 

00:55:19.380 --> 00:55:24.300 

Cory Allen: All right, this might be a little bit of reading cases where I didn't want to get up get up and 
say any questions. 

 

386 

00:55:27.690 --> 00:55:29.070 

Cory Allen: So far as well, thank you. 



 

387 

00:55:33.750 --> 00:55:34.530 

Cory Allen: register. 

 

388 

00:55:46.290 --> 00:55:46.740 

Cory Allen: or a. 

 

389 

00:55:48.360 --> 00:55:48.990 

Cory Allen: manager. 

 

390 

00:55:50.370 --> 00:55:51.270 

Cory Allen: really exciting. 

 

391 

00:55:52.380 --> 00:55:53.400 

Cory Allen: Presentation with. 

 

392 

00:55:54.450 --> 00:55:55.020 

Cory Allen: kids. 

 

393 

00:55:56.520 --> 00:55:58.200 

Cory Allen: Now I get to go after policy so. 

 



394 

00:56:03.450 --> 00:56:04.230 

Cory Allen: stretches. 

 

395 

00:56:06.510 --> 00:56:07.050 

Cory Allen: So. 

 

396 

00:56:08.610 --> 00:56:10.770 

Cory Allen: Thank you for tonight. 

 

397 

00:56:11.820 --> 00:56:15.900 

Cory Allen: We are going to have you guys approve the budget and the propositions. 

 

398 

00:56:17.640 --> 00:56:21.600 

Cory Allen: Remember that you're pregnant, this is a spending plan, this is what the Community is 
voting. 

 

399 

00:56:24.840 --> 00:56:30.420 

Cory Allen: This budget was built on what i'm going to call traditional so again it's been interesting to 
hear the conversation tonight. 

 

400 

00:56:31.710 --> 00:56:43.320 



Cory Allen: I don't think next year is anything anything but traditional, but again that's what this plan 
spending plan does, for us it allows us to make changes on the fly to some degree, I think, as you've 
heard me talk. 

 

401 

00:56:44.100 --> 00:56:49.800 

Cory Allen: each month on a financial report every time I think I have a savings in one place, I typically 
have an expenditure and another. 

 

402 

00:56:50.220 --> 00:56:59.820 

Cory Allen: same thing on the revenue side, every time I think i'm going to gain money here I lose money 
somewhere else so that's what it is, this is an estimate of what we think is going to happen throughout 
the year. 

 

403 

00:57:01.050 --> 00:57:09.750 

Cory Allen: Lastly, I just want to thank there's quite a few members of the bundy focus group here, as 
well as online, I want to thank them, they were very helpful. 

 

404 

00:57:10.260 --> 00:57:20.820 

Cory Allen: Throughout the process and Sue and rob I did ask corey where the camera and microphone 
were so that hopefully you're only going to get my good side and hear my voice. 

 

405 

00:57:22.500 --> 00:57:25.500 

Cory Allen: Okay, so a lot to cover tonight. 

 

406 

00:57:27.750 --> 00:57:39.000 



Cory Allen: And before we get into those things let's just take a look at what we've done so on February 
9 I came and shared with you the revenue side of this budget, and you can see, the different things that 
we address. 

 

407 

00:57:41.160 --> 00:57:46.500 

Cory Allen: On the 23rd you spoke and I got your head nod on the tasks that you talked about the 
exclusions. 

 

408 

00:57:48.780 --> 00:58:01.620 

Cory Allen: On march nine again came back give you a little bit of a revenue, update and then we really 
focused on general support and transportation expenses and you can see, the different areas are some 
functions within each. 

 

409 

00:58:03.540 --> 00:58:14.520 

Cory Allen: On the 23rd our last meeting we finished up the expense side with instruction and then what 
they call on distributed and then we sort of did a budget summary to show what would have to happen 
next. 

 

410 

00:58:17.010 --> 00:58:18.300 

Cory Allen: Now i'm going to go through all that again. 

 

411 

00:58:20.310 --> 00:58:41.580 

Cory Allen: So big picture, right now, you can see that what we're proposing for revenues, including 
reserves is at seven 434 85 it's a three point over a 3.4% increase about a little under $2.9 million so 
some of the changes that were impacted from. 

 

412 



00:58:42.810 --> 00:58:48.960 

Cory Allen: The last time we met was there was a slight change in our debt service which impact me 
capital exclusion. 

 

413 

00:58:50.640 --> 00:59:05.100 

Cory Allen: I went through look at local sources just look at trend line data, these are slight changes I 
think overall was one $1,800 difference, but again just trying to align those with what historically we've 
done. 

 

414 

00:59:06.510 --> 00:59:11.100 

Cory Allen: State aid we're going to get to in much more detail, but obviously there was an increase. 

 

415 

00:59:12.690 --> 00:59:30.180 

Cory Allen: federal aid there's actually a decrease, at least as it relates to what was presented to you 
okay we'll get into that in the in the upcoming slides and, lastly, how do you balance the budget for for 
this and the gifts of fun balance and reserves. 

 

416 

00:59:32.250 --> 00:59:35.190 

Cory Allen: So this slide really is just to confuse you. 

 

417 

00:59:36.390 --> 00:59:42.930 

Cory Allen: it's really what i'm trying to share with you is when our when the legislative budget came 
out. 

 

418 

00:59:44.070 --> 01:00:01.230 



Cory Allen: I think the news was districts got a slew of money and if someone were to look at this and 
say Oh, my goodness expense report has 11.2% more than what they slide to get this year, but the 
number is very there's always detail behind the numbers, if you look. 

 

419 

01:00:03.120 --> 01:00:11.760 

Cory Allen: So we adopted the 2021 budget this output report we receive that's what I used for a 
monthly financial report, you can see that that's coming into 30 at one number. 

 

420 

01:00:13.500 --> 01:00:26.160 

Cory Allen: In January, when the governor came out with executive budget, you can see that his 
projection was a little bit different than what we were receiving in part because state aid runs don't 
include urban, suburban. 

 

421 

01:00:27.420 --> 01:00:40.290 

Cory Allen: The legislative budget came out and again they take a look at what we're slotted to get in the 
current year, you can see that even that is different from what we're doing and then what it is we're 
looking to get. 

 

422 

01:00:43.020 --> 01:00:46.470 

Cory Allen: What they've also done is, if you recall. 

 

423 

01:00:47.790 --> 01:00:53.820 

Cory Allen: In the governor's budget he included the second federal stimulus within there, so what he 
did was. 

 

424 

01:00:55.140 --> 01:01:02.490 



Cory Allen: He pulled money out of the general aid and then plug it back in with federal stimulus that's 
changed and we're going to go over that in a few minutes. 

 

425 

01:01:04.680 --> 01:01:12.960 

Cory Allen: So what we're proposing and after an analysis of what i've done for the state aid i'm 
proposing only an 8.4%. 

 

426 

01:01:15.540 --> 01:01:17.250 

Cory Allen: Only 8.44%. 

 

427 

01:01:19.020 --> 01:01:21.000 

Cory Allen: At 39,000,005 16. 

 

428 

01:01:23.790 --> 01:01:35.580 

Cory Allen: A large part of that is coming from foundation aid and just so you know, to make us whole 
we have to get another $4 million make us whole people we're going to run the way it normally would 
have. 

 

429 

01:01:36.150 --> 01:01:49.290 

Cory Allen: I don't usually focus on that because the numbers are what they are and that's what we're 
getting the plan is these minor standing and reading through this is that over the next couple years 
they're going to make districts whole so that's encouraging news. 

 

430 

01:01:52.020 --> 01:02:01.530 



Cory Allen: But really let's focus a little bit on within the state and run they have what they call universal 
pre K, for us, was a little under a little over $485,000. 

 

431 

01:02:03.330 --> 01:02:09.780 

Cory Allen: As I learned more about that they've never seen it before it's brand new they're opening this 
up to districts across New York state. 

 

432 

01:02:10.230 --> 01:02:23.430 

Cory Allen: That is actually and we're going to get to that, but that is what they call it grant in aid it's not 
even on the state aid one it's really not part of our state aid thing they've done the same thing with the 
to federal stimulus packages. 

 

433 

01:02:25.530 --> 01:02:28.920 

Cory Allen: Any questions on stage we're going to get into federally herpes. 

 

434 

01:02:31.470 --> 01:02:38.520 

Cory Allen: Okay, so for federal aid again for universal pre K it's reflected on the state or on but it's 
accounted for and especially. 

 

435 

01:02:39.750 --> 01:02:45.000 

Cory Allen: What that means is that we have to apply for the funds I don't know what that entails. 

 

436 

01:02:45.570 --> 01:02:53.430 

Cory Allen: ty and his team, and probably already tell me what those details are, I think they are 
chomping at the bit to see how we can move forward with this. 



 

437 

01:02:54.120 --> 01:03:07.470 

Cory Allen: i'm being a little bit more cautious because I don't know what the implications are and i'm 
still trying to reconcile how they got the numbers it's really based on enrollment from last year and then 
this year, they all sorts it's a percentage of one. 

 

438 

01:03:08.490 --> 01:03:17.640 

Cory Allen: So still trying to work through that, but we will, and as soon as we know, more we've already 
had the discussion a cabinet about keeping current with this information. 

 

439 

01:03:20.340 --> 01:03:26.280 

Cory Allen: federal stimulus just again just wanted to give you a little bit of a timeline of what's occurred 
so in March of 2020. 

 

440 

01:03:27.300 --> 01:03:39.060 

Cory Allen: They had the what we commonly referred to as the terrorist act okay that's reflected in the 
current year budget for us it's about 611,000 it's already been approved. 

 

441 

01:03:40.200 --> 01:03:54.690 

Cory Allen: we're working towards getting reimbursement and it's even though it's part of the general 
fund, we have to claim the money, a little bit differently so I work closely with our district treasure 
Nicole to do that and we used all of that, and this year there's no impact on 2122. 

 

442 

01:03:56.610 --> 01:03:57.750 

Cory Allen: In December of 20. 



 

443 

01:03:59.220 --> 01:04:05.160 

Cory Allen: The CC RSA that came in this is the money that for us, where the governor and his executive. 

 

444 

01:04:07.050 --> 01:04:13.020 

Cory Allen: A lot of dead in as part of our package again what they've done is they pulled that out that 
separate money. 

 

445 

01:04:13.710 --> 01:04:21.480 

Cory Allen: i'm currently trying to understand all the legislation and review the legislation to determine 
how that can best be used, I have. 

 

446 

01:04:22.230 --> 01:04:27.600 

Cory Allen: Again, the allotment is 3.4 i'm still trying to determine, I have a question I think it's three 
years. 

 

447 

01:04:28.170 --> 01:04:41.640 

Cory Allen: But i'm not quite sure so again is that legislation comes down i'm attending to webinars 
tomorrow, one for the New York state school boards, the other your state association of school business 
officials, hopefully they'll be able to drive more detail on this. 

 

448 

01:04:42.900 --> 01:04:46.050 

Cory Allen: And again, this is accounted for in the special and fun. 

 



449 

01:04:47.070 --> 01:04:58.800 

Cory Allen: So the real question with not only the December 20 but the march of 21 is this money going 
to be supplemental or is it going to be supplanted so that's going to be key and how we are able to use 
these funds. 

 

450 

01:04:59.850 --> 01:05:01.890 

Cory Allen: So, with the legislative budget they came up with. 

 

451 

01:05:02.970 --> 01:05:07.170 

Cory Allen: The allocation of the American rescue plan both the CC RSA and they. 

 

452 

01:05:10.080 --> 01:05:12.660 

Cory Allen: are based on our total numbers to. 

 

453 

01:05:14.310 --> 01:05:15.060 

Cory Allen: unroll. 

 

454 

01:05:16.440 --> 01:05:26.610 

Cory Allen: So, within you know our allotment is $4.9 million i'm fairly confident it's over three years 
there's certain minimum requirements and again. 

 

455 

01:05:28.080 --> 01:05:39.930 



Cory Allen: The one piece that I think a lot of us are trying to get our hands on Is this what they call a 
learning last learning last portion of this grant for us it's about $940,000. 

 

456 

01:05:40.890 --> 01:05:57.990 

Cory Allen: share some information with file ready, so that we can begin prepping for that, but there's 
very specific uses of the so, for instance, you must spend 14.286% on after school or extended day 
activities, again, I am confident that tie in his team. 

 

457 

01:05:59.580 --> 01:06:08.460 

Cory Allen: are going to come up with ways to meet instructional needs of our kids to make this happen 
because, quite honestly I don't know that we have, after school extended day programs right now. 

 

458 

01:06:09.540 --> 01:06:21.900 

Cory Allen: I don't know what that means, this is a lot of information that has not been disseminated to 
many of us So yes, we have a number how we need to use that is still tbd. 

 

459 

01:06:23.100 --> 01:06:27.930 

Cory Allen: hey That was a stupid question, you said that money was either supplanted or something. 

 

460 

01:06:29.160 --> 01:06:33.270 

Cory Allen: So either yeah so if it's supplemental okay. 

 

461 

01:06:35.880 --> 01:06:38.250 

Cory Allen: You can eat it has to be there has to be new money so you're. 



 

462 

01:06:39.510 --> 01:06:43.110 

Cory Allen: supplementing the current instruction or you could supplant so, in other words. 

 

463 

01:06:43.500 --> 01:06:57.240 

Cory Allen: If I have if we've designated certain dollars towards something that qualifies within these 
grants I don't have to spend it so we're going to see a soup boss in the general and will able to use that 
that's good that's really going to be key It really is because. 

 

464 

01:06:59.040 --> 01:07:13.680 

Cory Allen: The concern here is what that fiscal cliff right if we're having to do all these new programs 
what happens when that money goes away, we are now stuck with i'm going to imagine some pretty 
phenomenal instructional programs or. 

 

465 

01:07:14.850 --> 01:07:27.990 

Cory Allen: You know So how do we maintain that within our general fund budget that's what we need 
to be careful that's why I was so critical matter of fact, I had an hour half conversation with Dr James 
today addressing many of these different things. 

 

466 

01:07:32.220 --> 01:07:34.320 

Cory Allen: spent over three years. 

 

467 

01:07:35.700 --> 01:07:38.520 

Cory Allen: I believe it's over time cycle. 

 



468 

01:07:39.960 --> 01:07:49.980 

Cory Allen: Right now almost 4000 years be like 120,000 or 4000 for some reason to be splitting the 
screen. 

 

469 

01:07:52.200 --> 01:07:52.650 

Cory Allen: Yes. 

 

470 

01:07:55.530 --> 01:07:57.810 

Cory Allen: 750 thousand dollars and some are self. 

 

471 

01:08:00.840 --> 01:08:04.500 

Cory Allen: centered so the American rescue plan. 

 

472 

01:08:06.600 --> 01:08:12.750 

Cory Allen: Is that going to be like the CC rfa where they're. 

 

473 

01:08:13.860 --> 01:08:32.370 

Cory Allen: Giving what taking so so easy so it's going to be above and beyond so it's a great point 
covenant, and I should probably highlight that one of the more this was where the governor pulled 
money away from our state aid and then put that money back in so you know to hocus pocus but. 

 

474 

01:08:34.050 --> 01:08:39.240 

Cory Allen: These two are granted aids their specific they're outside of the general fund budget. 



 

475 

01:08:40.500 --> 01:08:59.910 

Cory Allen: And we have to go through a very different process, you have to actually my understanding 
is that CD will come out of the portal, the end of February or i'm sorry April, my understanding is that 
much of this has to be in place by July was very short turnaround time. 

 

476 

01:09:01.050 --> 01:09:15.000 

Cory Allen: And you have to account, as we get more understanding of this, you have to put in that 
portal how we're going to spend it, how it needs instructional needs, you can ask Tyler as a process, he 
loves it says favorite thing to do so it's pretty intense. 

 

477 

01:09:18.990 --> 01:09:28.950 

Cory Allen: Everybody still awake, and this is riveting and right yes what's the how formal is the arm and 
the B to C. 

 

478 

01:09:30.330 --> 01:09:30.690 

So. 

 

479 

01:09:32.460 --> 01:09:40.470 

Cory Allen: Is that they give us direction on how to do that I have not seen any direction on how to do 
that my senses. 

 

480 

01:09:41.850 --> 01:09:50.700 

Cory Allen: know you may have to form a committee definitely have to post it on the website, it may be 
as simple as just posting out of the website and saying we welcome over Connor. 



 

481 

01:09:52.590 --> 01:09:54.780 

Cory Allen: dependent, I really don't know what the stage right. 

 

482 

01:09:57.330 --> 01:09:57.990 

Cory Allen: Everything else. 

 

483 

01:09:59.100 --> 01:09:59.850 

Cory Allen: Besides that. 

 

484 

01:10:02.250 --> 01:10:02.520 

Cory Allen: one. 

 

485 

01:10:09.540 --> 01:10:24.870 

Cory Allen: Okay, so big picture, again I just like to use this because it tells me and hopefully it tells the 
Community and the board that there's really nothing out of line here that I should that we should be 
concerned about other than. 

 

486 

01:10:25.890 --> 01:10:28.650 

Cory Allen: Again, so as $1 and a percentage they're very similar. 

 

487 

01:10:31.200 --> 01:10:35.250 



Cory Allen: So that's it on the robbins let's talk a little bit about expenses again. 

 

488 

01:10:37.440 --> 01:10:42.990 

Cory Allen: back in March, after the last meeting we had a budget of 87.8 million. 

 

489 

01:10:44.310 --> 01:10:50.610 

Cory Allen: we've gone through sort of scrub the budget, but that just about everything under the sign 
and we were able to. 

 

490 

01:10:51.780 --> 01:11:03.870 

Cory Allen: reduce that budget by 118,000 so again 3.343% or 2.9 and 87 424 85 So how do we get 
there, but yeah. 

 

491 

01:11:05.340 --> 01:11:06.870 

Cory Allen: Definitely smaller. 

 

492 

01:11:08.520 --> 01:11:10.260 

Cory Allen: You go for sure. 

 

493 

01:11:12.330 --> 01:11:15.150 

Cory Allen: Okay, so what did we do to get where we're at. 

 

494 



01:11:16.170 --> 01:11:21.780 

Cory Allen: And again, I know, this may be a little bit more into the weeds they need to be, but I think it's 
important especially this year. 

 

495 

01:11:23.160 --> 01:11:30.810 

Cory Allen: So under the general support there were two functional areas that we adjusted wanted staff 
that was jamie's area. 

 

496 

01:11:31.800 --> 01:11:40.620 

Cory Allen: We saw a little bit of an increase their in part because there was a reduction in staffing under 
central services in order to meet the needs of some of that work. 

 

497 

01:11:41.400 --> 01:12:00.150 

Cory Allen: We had to adjust some hours within central services again this is normally what happens is 
we go back and we go to analysis Okay, what are the things that you think you can do without and we 
look at making a reduction of equipment, so the majority of that equipment is. 

 

498 

01:12:01.770 --> 01:12:10.650 

Cory Allen: Clean cleaning equipment okay it's not this so you'll see later on, we are still looking to make 
the purchase of the laptop. 

 

499 

01:12:12.570 --> 01:12:17.610 

Cory Allen: And then, reduction of small building level projects i've already shared with Dave. 

 

500 

01:12:18.930 --> 01:12:28.350 



Cory Allen: He is totally gonna he's heartbroken because this is the third year that i've been I replacing a 
run in his library that you so desperately needs. 

 

501 

01:12:28.710 --> 01:12:42.570 

Cory Allen: But there's other projects and other projects that we took out was building up for additional 
Wall and the music room over Taylor so again, these are some of the things that we're going to forego to 
get to where we need to. 

 

502 

01:12:43.770 --> 01:12:47.370 

Cory Allen: We can do here, I get it, but. 

 

503 

01:12:48.840 --> 01:12:55.440 

Cory Allen: there's if that doesn't go, then something else will and, quite honestly, you stay away as 
much as we can't provide instruction. 

 

504 

01:12:56.610 --> 01:13:01.590 

Cory Allen: And we practice, I mean maintain positions that was the focus. 

 

505 

01:13:02.730 --> 01:13:03.210 

Cory Allen: So. 

 

506 

01:13:04.350 --> 01:13:13.530 

Cory Allen: Some of the other things that we've done under the instruction under the administration 
improvement, we added a bossy service or diversity equity closer. 



 

507 

01:13:14.790 --> 01:13:21.870 

Cory Allen: It within the teaching budget there were changes Jamie went through and process based on 
the Roman or selection. 

 

508 

01:13:23.130 --> 01:13:37.860 

Cory Allen: We were able to see savings of 204,000 there and for pupil services again as we look at these 
different brands get them approved were able to make adjustments so I was able to take a portion out 
of that we're still meeting a need, within a federal grant so that helped. 

 

509 

01:13:39.030 --> 01:13:40.650 

Cory Allen: With some reductions there as well. 

 

510 

01:13:42.720 --> 01:13:47.100 

Cory Allen: Based on those changes, the only thing that really changed his social security. 

 

511 

01:13:48.240 --> 01:13:50.670 

Cory Allen: Based on some of the changes that we made. 

 

512 

01:13:53.310 --> 01:13:54.510 

Cory Allen: within each category. 

 

513 

01:13:58.380 --> 01:14:01.260 



Cory Allen: What I like to share with you, though, is you know. 

 

514 

01:14:02.280 --> 01:14:07.620 

Cory Allen: This is the same information but based on the type of expenditure that we incur. 

 

515 

01:14:08.700 --> 01:14:17.220 

Cory Allen: Obviously I don't think it's any surprise you're going to see you know for salaries overall it's 
going up 520,000 just about. 

 

516 

01:14:17.790 --> 01:14:26.580 

Cory Allen: But this year in particular you're seeing a larger than normal increase within our debt service 
and our bosses i've shared with you, the reason for both these. 

 

517 

01:14:27.150 --> 01:14:35.730 

Cory Allen: i've shared with you, the reason for that service but, again, I just want to reiterate i've been 
working closely with our other financial advisor as it relates to our debt service. 

 

518 

01:14:37.200 --> 01:14:39.480 

Cory Allen: To help maximize the effect of exclusion. 

 

519 

01:14:42.510 --> 01:14:56.070 

Cory Allen: Any question and then obviously benefits and my concern here with the benefits is you're 
seeing a 940 $5,000 increase that's where the Horn and $33,000 decrease based on trs. 

 



520 

01:14:57.150 --> 01:15:03.150 

Cory Allen: So this picture will be very different if if those numbers we're we're going up for these flat. 

 

521 

01:15:04.740 --> 01:15:15.720 

Cory Allen: So, again gives you a big picture of you know, is there anything glaring that we're seeing 
we're not saying that helps us gauge where we're at again, you can see that the percentages of. 

 

522 

01:15:16.830 --> 01:15:21.060 

Cory Allen: expense versus proposed are very similar, obviously, the majority of. 

 

523 

01:15:22.770 --> 01:15:24.840 

Cory Allen: dollars is in our construction contract. 

 

524 

01:15:28.170 --> 01:15:31.170 

Cory Allen: Any questions before we get into some of the other items. 

 

525 

01:15:32.310 --> 01:15:33.270 

Cory Allen: Too much development. 

 

526 

01:15:34.860 --> 01:15:45.960 

Cory Allen: As many of you now we're required to produce a budget document that's included with a 
three part budget, I think the important thing here is that again it's someone's like 98. 



 

527 

01:15:47.040 --> 01:16:02.310 

Cory Allen: cents of the dollar goes towards administrative and the majority almost 73 or 75 cents goes 
towards program, which is all instruction, but you can see, on the Left sort of the different functional 
codes of where these get. 

 

528 

01:16:04.530 --> 01:16:05.250 

Cory Allen: categorized. 

 

529 

01:16:07.980 --> 01:16:14.760 

Cory Allen: So that also we did five years ago we didn't have to do this, three part, no, no it's been 
beneficial. 

 

530 

01:16:16.020 --> 01:16:26.910 

Cory Allen: I don't normally provide this to the work it's usually during the presentation to the 
Community and happen again this year, it has been. 

 

531 

01:16:28.350 --> 01:16:37.410 

Cory Allen: Anything but normal so again I just thought it was important that you see this shouldn't feel 
that that we're all the trend in the fame or. 

 

532 

01:16:38.760 --> 01:16:39.870 

Cory Allen: Young yeah yeah. 

 



533 

01:16:41.220 --> 01:16:47.550 

Cory Allen: As a matter of fact, I think you know when when my chrome was doing many presentations 
we were always. 

 

534 

01:16:48.600 --> 01:16:50.430 

Cory Allen: very proud of the fact that under. 

 

535 

01:16:51.660 --> 01:16:57.720 

Cory Allen: Under 10% was going towards administration majority of our funds were going into Program. 

 

536 

01:17:00.690 --> 01:17:12.690 

Cory Allen: And so, balancing the budget revenue I shared with you, without the use of reserves were 85 
nine our expenditures are at seven so right now we have a deficit. 

 

537 

01:17:13.890 --> 01:17:22.560 

Cory Allen: of 1.4 So how do we go about correcting that normally we can look at increasing robbins we 
actually did that, with the state budget. 

 

538 

01:17:23.640 --> 01:17:33.300 

Cory Allen: When you can see that we decrease the expenditures as well we're getting closer but we're 
not close enough so that we have to look at our fund balance and reserves. 

 

539 

01:17:36.060 --> 01:17:47.400 



Cory Allen: So Laura you haven't had the pleasure of listening to our reserve plant most of you have 
previously but reserve funds are specific accounts. 

 

540 

01:17:48.600 --> 01:17:55.770 

Cory Allen: Usually designated and can authorize under education or agenda in civil law, with very 
specific purposes. 

 

541 

01:17:58.980 --> 01:18:07.320 

Cory Allen: I think is very important, this actually comes from the comptroller mean do these reserves fit 
within the compliment of our long range financial plan and again. 

 

542 

01:18:08.130 --> 01:18:21.390 

Cory Allen: In the coming months is Dr tim's and i'm finalize our long range financial plan you're going to 
be able to see how important this is like it's important that the border of you are fun, so we typically do 
that in May. 

 

543 

01:18:22.920 --> 01:18:27.480 

Cory Allen: So that again look forward to that presentation and ultimately. 

 

544 

01:18:28.560 --> 01:18:30.360 

Cory Allen: is in the best interest of our taxpayers. 

 

545 

01:18:33.780 --> 01:18:46.440 

Cory Allen: So I again how are our reserve funds funded it's really when you have a surplus, at the end of 
the year and I really want to focus on an it's an excess or a deficiency of revenue or expense. 



 

546 

01:18:46.920 --> 01:19:04.320 

Cory Allen: So you guys know each month I share with you listen let's use simple numbers, you have a 
$12 million budget on the expense side on the revenue side we anticipate getting $10 million, but we're 
going to have to use $2 million in savings, so if. 

 

547 

01:19:06.030 --> 01:19:07.920 

Cory Allen: You know if we get $11 million. 

 

548 

01:19:09.510 --> 01:19:13.290 

Cory Allen: That means a possibility into the good right i'm rubbing side. 

 

549 

01:19:14.400 --> 01:19:24.720 

Cory Allen: If we're honest if we understand our budget 11.5 that's good to write your 500,000 under 
the fact the matter is, we still haven't gotten to that 2 million. 

 

550 

01:19:26.670 --> 01:19:31.320 

Cory Allen: Okay, I know you guys know this, but it does not emphasize that. 

 

551 

01:19:33.900 --> 01:19:37.650 

Cory Allen: I think this, this was a slide that I thought about the focus group. 

 

552 

01:19:39.840 --> 01:19:49.710 



Cory Allen: thought was helpful again to share with you fund balance reserves is an accessory deficiency 
broken over expense, you can see how close. 

 

553 

01:19:50.880 --> 01:20:00.090 

Cory Allen: Our revenues and expenditures are So what does that mean we're not generating the fleet, 
so a lot of surplus to help fund some of those reserves. 

 

554 

01:20:04.830 --> 01:20:11.640 

Cory Allen: The right yep what percent of the reserve that we're planning on spending will be punished. 

 

555 

01:20:12.870 --> 01:20:13.200 

we're. 

 

556 

01:20:15.420 --> 01:20:19.410 

Cory Allen: Talking about for this year so where's the extra dollars to reserve funds, the balance but. 

 

557 

01:20:23.910 --> 01:20:25.800 

Cory Allen: Well, where to get reserve funds. 

 

558 

01:20:27.450 --> 01:20:33.930 

Cory Allen: You know up, can you hold on that because there's actually slides on here that I think may 
help with that and then let's circle back a little bit. 

 

559 



01:20:36.630 --> 01:20:42.360 

Cory Allen: Because it is a great discussion so at the end of the year, yesterday I didn't plant that. 

 

560 

01:20:43.440 --> 01:20:48.210 

Cory Allen: At the end of the day, this is what we typically see at the end of the year, so we had our 
beginning balance in 1920. 

 

561 

01:20:49.410 --> 01:20:56.190 

Cory Allen: Once the auditors are complete with our audit we reflect what the revenue was which, quite 
honestly, is interest for the most part. 

 

562 

01:20:57.690 --> 01:21:00.540 

Cory Allen: Then we take a look at okay what our expenditures are. 

 

563 

01:21:02.220 --> 01:21:13.440 

Cory Allen: Now we do this, specifically because in state controls on it, so we allocate in our budget 
certain funds to be used towards certain reserves and we just like to show that we're using them. 

 

564 

01:21:14.760 --> 01:21:17.070 

Cory Allen: So we identify that an expenditure. 

 

565 

01:21:18.150 --> 01:21:26.850 

Cory Allen: And that what we do is their surplus at the end here we're able, so, in other words, we had 
more revenue and expense, so we really didn't need to use. 



 

566 

01:21:29.280 --> 01:21:41.610 

Cory Allen: These reserve we didn't really need to show that we show that specifically because that's 
what this a couple of our show us and it's part of our transparency, so at the end of the day, we were 
able to replenish those reserves. 

 

567 

01:21:46.800 --> 01:21:53.940 

Cory Allen: So now we take the current year 2021 and you can see that our beginning balance was 15.1 
million we've budgeted. 

 

568 

01:21:55.470 --> 01:22:11.160 

Cory Allen: A little over 2 million for this year okay i've shared with you that the last board meeting 
during the financial report that, at that point in time projecting a surplus of 270 $7,000 right. 

 

569 

01:22:12.510 --> 01:22:22.710 

Cory Allen: So this is what you see if we had to use these so, in other words, if we if our budget was 
more than what we've gotten revenue, you would have to tap in to these particular. 

 

570 

01:22:24.300 --> 01:22:35.850 

Cory Allen: reserves and that's what this is showing and then this is what we've identified so that, at the 
end of 2122 we had to tap into those reserves, we have $11.6 million in those reserves. 

 

571 

01:22:38.190 --> 01:22:44.730 

Cory Allen: But what i'm sharing is that I think we're going to have a surplus this year so i've sort of. 

 



572 

01:22:45.420 --> 01:23:03.750 

Cory Allen: Short circuited what you saw earlier we're going to attribute 25,200 point reserve I showed 
that because we typically don't replenish that Okay, because we're having a surplus now all i'm doing is 
showing the anticipated used to be outside of budget, so instead of. 

 

573 

01:23:04.890 --> 01:23:06.210 

Cory Allen: 11.6. 

 

574 

01:23:07.530 --> 01:23:18.690 

Cory Allen: it's probably more realistic that our search fund balance and reserves is going to be about 
13.7 so Dave I did that help clarify just confuse the issue okay. 

 

575 

01:23:20.460 --> 01:23:21.240 

Cory Allen: yep so. 

 

576 

01:23:22.770 --> 01:23:23.820 

Cory Allen: reserve on balance. 

 

577 

01:23:26.130 --> 01:23:30.840 

Cory Allen: New one yeah you will not to slide 44. 

 

578 

01:23:31.950 --> 01:23:32.670 

Cory Allen: Different. 



 

579 

01:23:37.830 --> 01:23:39.570 

Cory Allen: Where i'm sorry one more. 

 

580 

01:23:46.560 --> 01:23:50.850 

Cory Allen: Child is the ground we've got two lines that are close to the shows on close to the. 

 

581 

01:23:53.160 --> 01:24:11.700 

Cory Allen: Best so I guess was 2020 number this this is this is showing a lot more i'm just showing 
reserves to you've got non spendable you've gotten encumbrances you've got appropriated the 4% on 
appropriated Okay, so this is. 

 

582 

01:24:13.050 --> 01:24:14.640 

Cory Allen: All this is just. 

 

583 

01:24:15.930 --> 01:24:20.070 

Cory Allen: Correct yeah it's a great catch like prey couch. 

 

584 

01:24:21.150 --> 01:24:22.350 

Cory Allen: i'm just thankful, I had the answer. 

 

585 

01:24:26.760 --> 01:24:27.870 



Cory Allen: Okay, so. 

 

586 

01:24:29.280 --> 01:24:38.850 

Cory Allen: I share with you that what we're presenting to the Community what they vote on NASA 
spending plan, but I think we know what most people want to know is what's happening to. 

 

587 

01:24:39.540 --> 01:24:48.030 

Cory Allen: Our taxes, so this hasn't changed I interpreted, from what I heard from the board that you 
were very comfortable going out with the maximum allowable it but. 

 

588 

01:24:49.200 --> 01:24:51.360 

Cory Allen: That being said, there it is. 

 

589 

01:24:52.680 --> 01:24:54.000 

Cory Allen: This is my estimate. 

 

590 

01:24:56.250 --> 01:25:02.010 

Cory Allen: have estimated growth, obviously, if those come in better than projected. 

 

591 

01:25:03.660 --> 01:25:06.750 

Cory Allen: These rates are going to change, so this is, this is an estimate. 

 

592 



01:25:16.050 --> 01:25:19.050 

Cory Allen: Safe so again what what happens is. 

 

593 

01:25:20.400 --> 01:25:28.740 

Cory Allen: The assessors go out and they put a value on your home okay at that point time they feel 
that's what the market is dictating. 

 

594 

01:25:31.050 --> 01:25:33.840 

Cory Allen: You have certain counties or districts or. 

 

595 

01:25:35.190 --> 01:25:45.300 

Cory Allen: Areas that maybe they reassess one year and another town didn't and then in the following 
year that town did another time did so for that time they didn't. 

 

596 

01:25:46.260 --> 01:26:00.780 

Cory Allen: If the following year, the state comes in and says, you know what listen your houses are 
selling at a much greater rate or much higher rate than what you've assessed them for the equalizer and 
that's what this is doing. 

 

597 

01:26:03.240 --> 01:26:14.250 

Cory Allen: And that's in part, what they're trying to do is they're trying so if one town if there might be 
a day with 100% they're paying what is, you know, a true reflection of their own value. 

 

598 

01:26:15.300 --> 01:26:21.420 



Cory Allen: But if another town is lower than they're not really paying true value of that market, so they 
equalize it so that. 

 

599 

01:26:23.340 --> 01:26:39.540 

Cory Allen: We come up with a market value and that's what's happening here so Stage one Is that 
correct yeah yeah probably more than you want it, what is the equalization read only apply to school 
taxes or other taxes, you know that question up and your mentor. 

 

600 

01:26:41.100 --> 01:26:46.080 

Cory Allen: I don't I don't know I don't believe it does, but I don't know for sure. 

 

601 

01:26:50.220 --> 01:26:54.810 

Cory Allen: So just so they also county and that. 

 

602 

01:26:57.960 --> 01:27:07.530 

Cory Allen: will give you actually you know what, if you look at your county tax bill you'll see your 
assessed value and then you'll see your marketing budget, so the answer is yes, like. 

 

603 

01:27:09.030 --> 01:27:09.240 

Cory Allen: yep. 

 

604 

01:27:10.470 --> 01:27:15.660 

Cory Allen: So, again, I just want to highlight we won't know what the final assessments are until July. 

 



605 

01:27:16.890 --> 01:27:17.490 

Cory Allen: and 

 

606 

01:27:18.510 --> 01:27:21.030 

Cory Allen: And that's when the Board will adopt with the level up. 

 

607 

01:27:24.660 --> 01:27:27.270 

Cory Allen: So using this again, is an example. 

 

608 

01:27:29.070 --> 01:27:44.760 

Cory Allen: I use $100,000 home for illustration purposes only I know Mr Mike mayor does not like when 
I do that because it's not a fair representation, but it's enough for me so to his point, this is about an 
average home across the four. 

 

609 

01:27:45.810 --> 01:27:47.610 

Cory Allen: towns that comprise spent support. 

 

610 

01:27:48.720 --> 01:27:54.870 

Cory Allen: So you can see, and one of the suggestions from the budget focus group was that they 
thought would be helpful if you saw the monthly amount. 

 

611 

01:27:55.530 --> 01:28:05.250 



Cory Allen: So, again I added a monthly column to share what that would be so again, this is an estimate, 
based on what i'm sharing with you tonight, what I think will happen. 

 

612 

01:28:07.050 --> 01:28:07.980 

Cory Allen: you're going to reap. 

 

613 

01:28:22.320 --> 01:28:32.430 

Cory Allen: I think sometimes you know again we'll get into this, but I think sometimes it's the same the 
saving our true value tax rate, which is based on the market that we're actually going down. 

 

614 

01:28:39.300 --> 01:28:50.100 

Cory Allen: OK so again, something I don't typically share with the board at this point in time, I think it's 
important that you understand the concept of the contingent budget if our. 

 

615 

01:28:50.640 --> 01:28:58.140 

Cory Allen: Budget was voted down the first time the Board has the option of either going out for 
another boat and if you did that that would be June 15 I believe. 

 

616 

01:28:59.400 --> 01:29:08.130 

Cory Allen: Or you could actually adopt the committee contingent budget right away most districts to go 
out and collect the information as to why it was defeated. 

 

617 

01:29:09.390 --> 01:29:14.970 

Cory Allen: You go out with the same budget you want the different budget amount that's up to the 
board of education but. 



 

618 

01:29:15.450 --> 01:29:22.920 

Cory Allen: If it's voted down twice then you're required to accept a contingent budget, I just wanted to 
share with you the structure that. 

 

619 

01:29:23.340 --> 01:29:32.670 

Cory Allen: So contingent budget includes teacher salaries, I have an asterisk there of all, I don't have 
any thing down there it's not just teachers it's typically certificate and salaries. 

 

620 

01:29:34.110 --> 01:29:42.060 

Cory Allen: Teaching assistance treasure so it's somewhat convoluted an ordinary contingent expense 
again. 

 

621 

01:29:43.230 --> 01:29:46.260 

Cory Allen: it's a minimum service to provide these three items. 

 

622 

01:29:48.180 --> 01:29:50.790 

Cory Allen: And it's a board that actually determines. 

 

623 

01:29:51.900 --> 01:29:57.330 

Cory Allen: What appropriations constitute as an expense thankfully we've not had that process. 

 

624 

01:29:58.410 --> 01:30:14.430 



Cory Allen: And we won't have to duplicate that was will be the second or the 18th is the first o'brien 
15th is the second ago, so it may as one strike you as you're going through it, yes, unless the board 
wanted to go with it. 

 

625 

01:30:16.350 --> 01:30:16.980 

Cory Allen: wasn't loving. 

 

626 

01:30:19.260 --> 01:30:23.100 

Cory Allen: One another 39 million to 29 and change. 

 

627 

01:30:28.050 --> 01:30:31.770 

Cory Allen: 39 to 12 I didn't know the 379 yeah so it's. 

 

628 

01:30:33.480 --> 01:30:35.250 

Cory Allen: about a million bucks it's a billion dollars. 

 

629 

01:30:37.410 --> 01:30:43.620 

Cory Allen: So again, part of the contingent budget another component, you have to look at is this 
administrative gap. 

 

630 

01:30:45.090 --> 01:30:53.250 

Cory Allen: And then ultimately to mike's point Mike I think you should just come up present next time 
because we're talking about the levy levy can increase. 

 



631 

01:30:54.570 --> 01:30:58.920 

Cory Allen: In the from the current here so for us tomato a million dollars was won. 

 

632 

01:31:00.810 --> 01:31:01.650 

Cory Allen: By the debbie downer. 

 

633 

01:31:03.330 --> 01:31:11.100 

Cory Allen: Just present first of all, when it gets credit for the graphics on that she she helped me out big 
time. 

 

634 

01:31:12.540 --> 01:31:16.080 

Cory Allen: No, but i'm just i'm just thankful she didn't put my face in there. 

 

635 

01:31:18.630 --> 01:31:22.110 

Cory Allen: Any questions on contingent budget whatsoever. 

 

636 

01:31:23.160 --> 01:31:23.940 

Cory Allen: No, I love it. 

 

637 

01:31:26.940 --> 01:31:42.900 

Cory Allen: This is what the Board is approving tonight, hopefully proposition one is for us to expand 87 
million for 3485 proposition to the Community, allowing us to use $131,500 of our reserve to purchase. 



 

638 

01:31:47.880 --> 01:31:52.950 

Cory Allen: We have to school board members that are terms or do your heart and Mr Sally. 

 

639 

01:31:55.320 --> 01:32:01.920 

Cory Allen: Just just reiterate Tuesday may 1869 district office. 

 

640 

01:32:04.410 --> 01:32:08.130 

Cory Allen: I thought this how many of you are able to listen to the focus group. 

 

641 

01:32:09.930 --> 01:32:11.550 

Cory Allen: So if you haven't. 

 

642 

01:32:12.630 --> 01:32:16.320 

Cory Allen: I suggest that you maybe take an opportunity, I thought the discussion at the end. 

 

643 

01:32:17.790 --> 01:32:18.720 

Cory Allen: was valuable. 

 

644 

01:32:19.890 --> 01:32:29.430 

Cory Allen: And what we did a lot of was this discuss some of these keep talking to communication 
points that cabinet and will not will be working on as we present. 



 

645 

01:32:30.000 --> 01:32:44.880 

Cory Allen: or create a Community presentation talking about the impact of covert 19 highlighting the 
instructional value and accomplishments that occurred throughout this year and, quite honestly I mean, 
I think it is pretty incredible what we've done. 

 

646 

01:32:46.290 --> 01:32:56.430 

Cory Allen: Looking at the equal talking about the equalization really talking about the tax rate, it was 
suggested that we should what tax rate history to show where we are historically to show where we are 
with an account. 

 

647 

01:32:58.680 --> 01:33:01.440 

Cory Allen: talk a little bit about the contingent budget and how that may harm. 

 

648 

01:33:02.730 --> 01:33:03.570 

Cory Allen: School districts. 

 

649 

01:33:04.650 --> 01:33:14.550 

Cory Allen: really talk about the federal stimulus, I think the consensus of the Communities is that school 
districts are flush with cash well, as you know, there are strings attached to those cash. 

 

650 

01:33:16.110 --> 01:33:19.590 

Cory Allen: Talk about what happened within the state budget and anything else that we. 

 



651 

01:33:20.850 --> 01:33:21.540 

Cory Allen: come across. 

 

652 

01:33:23.100 --> 01:33:27.210 

Cory Allen: that we think are valuable that's going to help share knowledge about our budget. 

 

653 

01:33:29.280 --> 01:33:36.840 

Cory Allen: So with that I apologize for maybe taking a little bit too long, but I thought, these things were 
important more so this year than in the past. 

 

654 

01:33:39.090 --> 01:33:40.980 

Cory Allen: And i'll leave it up to you guys in questions. 

 

655 

01:33:42.390 --> 01:33:43.830 

Cory Allen: If the board wants to. 

 

656 

01:33:44.940 --> 01:33:45.960 

Cory Allen: Take a question from what. 

 

657 

01:33:48.420 --> 01:33:51.240 

Cory Allen: I have two questions for you, number one. 

 



658 

01:33:52.410 --> 01:33:55.230 

Cory Allen: During the discussion groups over 60%. 

 

659 

01:33:56.700 --> 01:34:04.020 

Cory Allen: Of the homes are in the two parts that are increasing anywhere from 140 $290. 

 

660 

01:34:05.250 --> 01:34:07.140 

Cory Allen: And 60% of the homes. 

 

661 

01:34:08.460 --> 01:34:19.710 

Cory Allen: Really, I do not end time together and with it's going to go out for the budget because 
people that equalization ready plus gas. 

 

662 

01:34:20.670 --> 01:34:32.070 

Cory Allen: Who can really explain it to the common person what it means, because tones in ogden went 
up two years ago and you're telling us, they like that it's built if they change more. 

 

663 

01:34:33.480 --> 01:34:39.150 

Cory Allen: And the second point is that a year ago, two years ago 800 people voted in this. 

 

664 

01:34:40.230 --> 01:34:59.460 



Cory Allen: 300 to 500 deaths last year 1400 people voted no, I agree 2400 voted yes, which group is 
going to come out to vote in person I don't know but i'm concerned that the 1400 people that voted no 
with what's happened with the Academy. 

 

665 

01:35:00.570 --> 01:35:18.420 

Cory Allen: they're going to have concerns and I don't know how we manage them we brought it up in 
the Community, how to do it to make if you're trying to go monthly because I mean let's get you want to 
order million dollar home, which is the site you're going to be paying $250 more per year and. 

 

666 

01:35:19.830 --> 01:35:23.220 

Cory Allen: Then number staggering considering how many people might have jobs are. 

 

667 

01:35:23.670 --> 01:35:38.820 

Cory Allen: Still laid off so just something I don't know how to put it in a cornerstone that explained it's a 
good budget can be wrong i'm holding yes Okay, but I really of course i'm worried about who's going to 
pop up on, is it 100 years before thousand. 

 

668 

01:35:47.220 --> 01:35:53.550 

Cory Allen: They don't have any other questions so Mike I appreciate that input. 

 

669 

01:35:54.900 --> 01:35:56.910 

Cory Allen: And, especially at the delon. 

 

670 

01:35:58.920 --> 01:36:05.310 



Cory Allen: There was a lot of effort from a lot of people know that we're on the media, I really 
appreciate it. 

 

671 

01:36:06.480 --> 01:36:15.150 

Cory Allen: A lot of work went in a lot of information was shared and I think that's where we need to go, 
we need to work on. 

 

672 

01:36:16.470 --> 01:36:18.930 

Cory Allen: Getting it out that a lot of people have. 

 

673 

01:36:20.550 --> 01:36:25.350 

Cory Allen: A good budget we are doing the right thing for our district, and for our students. 

 

674 

01:36:26.490 --> 01:36:34.770 

Cory Allen: And that's what we have to remind the voters that is in the best interest of the district. 

 

675 

01:36:36.090 --> 01:36:45.030 

Cory Allen: So when it comes to the equalization rates that I don't want to just say wow it's a statement 
or software that. 

 

676 

01:36:46.230 --> 01:36:48.060 

Cory Allen: is an issue that we're going to have to. 

 

677 



01:36:49.560 --> 01:36:54.810 

Cory Allen: Really educate people on now i'm looking at my town. 

 

678 

01:36:55.860 --> 01:36:57.990 

Cory Allen: And it looks like going down. 

 

679 

01:36:59.130 --> 01:37:09.660 

Cory Allen: But what happened was the value of my home last year went up $40,000 so the net 
difference i'm paying more. 

 

680 

01:37:10.080 --> 01:37:20.760 

Cory Allen: Though so it's So what are the things that number is so misleading because they didn't reset 
the complete and all the values went out so yes. 

 

681 

01:37:21.510 --> 01:37:34.230 

Cory Allen: That number that move there, and one thing in, and that is going to be difficult thing, how do 
we convince everyone how do we share that that okay i've been down eight i'm going to benefit from 
this budget. 

 

682 

01:37:35.520 --> 01:37:51.840 

Cory Allen: i'm still putting more so it's gonna be tough thing, but what I really wanted to do was for 
anyone, I still online that was on the budget focus group and over here smile you guys did a lot of a lot 
of work and really appreciate the input that. 

 

683 

01:37:53.490 --> 01:38:01.020 



Cory Allen: He shared earlier last week, so thank you all, and thank everyone that online, so thank you 
so much. 

 

684 

01:38:02.100 --> 01:38:07.950 

Cory Allen: With that emotion, or anything else one more question number six I want you to walk up. 

 

685 

01:38:10.740 --> 01:38:12.570 

Cory Allen: So the laws on with a house. 

 

686 

01:38:17.730 --> 01:38:19.830 

Cory Allen: With you know approach for. 

 

687 

01:38:21.000 --> 01:38:21.510 

Cory Allen: You know. 

 

688 

01:38:22.620 --> 01:38:24.750 

Cory Allen: They had a. 

 

689 

01:38:25.830 --> 01:38:26.580 

Cory Allen: general public. 

 

690 

01:38:28.380 --> 01:38:37.110 



Cory Allen: Which is in my kitchen provide any information I don't know much about it other than I know 
that at some point in time. 

 

691 

01:38:37.830 --> 01:38:51.840 

Cory Allen: it's going to impact us on the tax CAP in one year it's going to be very good and the other 
year it's not what's interesting and I think, as we get into the long range financial analysis and back in. 

 

692 

01:38:52.920 --> 01:39:03.690 

Cory Allen: February, I tried to do that forecast and the tax CAP it's interesting to see because pilots and 
exclusion you've got service and two areas that are in debt exclusion. 

 

693 

01:39:04.470 --> 01:39:18.720 

Cory Allen: So we know our pilots are decreasing without Amazon, we know that our that service is also 
decreasing so honestly our tax levy increase is hovering around two to two and a half. 

 

694 

01:39:19.740 --> 01:39:31.020 

Cory Allen: So the question comes in and out of our tool pilots when that gets what's that going to do, 
and then, how do we adjust, especially the Internet service. 

 

695 

01:39:32.490 --> 01:39:34.470 

Cory Allen: yeah, this is just a question. 

 

696 

01:39:37.470 --> 01:39:40.770 

Cory Allen: that's coming so we know we can also in that service. 



 

697 

01:39:44.430 --> 01:39:46.500 

Cory Allen: conversation with Dr Thompson and get. 

 

698 

01:39:47.790 --> 01:39:48.030 

Cory Allen: The. 

 

699 

01:39:51.750 --> 01:40:03.450 

Cory Allen: recipe in tutor have another meeting with us about forgiveness and then be talking 
backwards just with the next time we meet to talk about probably one of the closer that. 

 

700 

01:40:07.710 --> 01:40:08.490 

Cory Allen: emotion. 

 

701 

01:40:13.050 --> 01:40:20.640 

Cory Allen: emotion is to except the whole intro and superintendents budget and composition on. 

 

702 

01:40:21.750 --> 01:40:25.080 

Cory Allen: The version number to invade our favor. 

 

703 

01:40:36.240 --> 01:40:37.290 

Cory Allen: Oh i'm sorry. 



 

704 

01:40:42.150 --> 01:40:42.600 

Cory Allen: Dr. 

 

705 

01:40:46.260 --> 01:40:47.880 

Cory Allen: proposition one opposite. 

 

706 

01:40:50.490 --> 01:40:51.450 

Cory Allen: so on. 

 

707 

01:40:53.430 --> 01:40:54.720 

Cory Allen: Well, I could go. 

 

708 

01:40:56.040 --> 01:40:58.290 

Cory Allen: Sally all favorite sickle. 

 

709 

01:41:00.420 --> 01:41:00.600 

Cory Allen: cell. 

 

710 

01:41:05.880 --> 01:41:06.540 

Cory Allen: And separating. 

 



711 

01:41:07.770 --> 01:41:08.040 

Cory Allen: It was. 

 

712 

01:41:10.650 --> 01:41:10.920 

Quite. 

 

713 

01:41:13.830 --> 01:41:14.220 

Cory Allen: Low. 

 

714 

01:41:15.390 --> 01:41:16.020 

Cory Allen: So by the. 

 

715 

01:41:17.400 --> 01:41:26.340 

Cory Allen: first letter made first motion for the corrected and compelling the second for the refreshes 
and up. 

 

716 

01:41:33.360 --> 01:41:34.020 

Cory Allen: and running again. 

 

717 

01:41:35.310 --> 01:41:36.030 

Cory Allen: With this one. 

 



718 

01:41:44.070 --> 01:41:44.550 

Cory Allen: were operating. 

 

719 

01:41:46.920 --> 01:41:47.220 

Cory Allen: At. 

 

720 

01:41:50.670 --> 01:41:53.010 

Cory Allen: Our favor so. 

 

721 

01:41:59.820 --> 01:42:00.750 

Cory Allen: We get them. 

 

722 

01:42:01.980 --> 01:42:02.220 

Cory Allen: Say that. 

 

723 

01:42:09.750 --> 01:42:11.250 

Cory Allen: was one of the reductions, we have. 

 

724 

01:42:17.610 --> 01:42:20.160 

Cory Allen: wondered road before the curtain. 

 

725 



01:42:22.740 --> 01:42:24.360 

Cory Allen: We have even without the curtain. 

 

726 

01:42:27.120 --> 01:42:27.360 

Cory Allen: Oh. 

 

727 

01:42:34.110 --> 01:42:35.400 

Cory Allen: OK so. 

 

728 

01:42:36.930 --> 01:42:40.200 

Cory Allen: i'm striking second all in favor. 

 

729 

01:42:41.550 --> 01:42:43.170 

Cory Allen: Thank you everyone have a wonderful evening. 

 


